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1 Introduction and summary 
The radiation dose front inhaled decay products of radon ("2Rn) is the dominant 
component of radiation exposure to the general population and causes an increased 
risk of lung cancer; [BEIR88], [UNS88]. [Nero89|. [Na*90j. In Denmark, a nation-
wide survey of indoor radiation was carried out in 1985-86, and it was found that 
the average annual effective dose equivalent due to indoor radon and its decay 
products amounted to 1.8 mSvy-1; [Ulb88] In a subsequent risk analysis, the 
current level of indoor radon was estimated to be responsible for approximately 
300 lung cancer cases per year in Denmark; [Sund87]. 
In Denmark, the principal source of indoor radon is the subsoil under the house 
|Sund87], and the main objective of this study has been to establish a general 
model of entry of soil-gas radon into Danish houses. The entry rate depends on four 
factors: generation rate of radon in the subsoil, transport properties of the soil and 
of the interface region between soil and house, and driving forces such as indoor-
outdoor pressure differences. Given the entry rate of radon, the accumulation of 
radon indoors depends on house volume, ventilation rate and inter-zone flows. A 
general understanding of the entry process is useful in the context of: 
• Assessment of the impact of new (e.g. energy saving) building practices on 
radon entry rates. 
• Improvement of building designs and practices in order to decrease future 
indoor radon levels. 
• Cost effective search of houses with high radon levels. 
• Mitigation of houses with high radon levels. 
In addition, other indoor air pollutants like volatile organic compounds emanating 
from landfills or contaminated building sites enter houses in a way that is similar 
to that of radon, such that a general understanding of radon entry therefore might 
be useful for that problem as well: [Gar89]. [Dom90]. 
Conceptually, this report is divided into two parts. The first part (chapter 2 
to 5). outlines and applies a numerical radon entry model for static conditions. 
The second part (chapter 6 and 7). focuses on entry rates of soil gas in response 
to driving forces that are not static. Both parts are based on combinations of 
experimental studies conducted at specially designed radon test structures and 
numerical or analytical modelling. The first part of the work has been been carried 
out at Risø National Laboratory whereas the latter comes from a one year stay 
at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, California. USA. In the following, the content 
and findings of each chapter is briefly outlined. 
In chapter 2 and 3. we describe a numerical model of the finite-difference type 
for steady transport of soil gas and radon through soil and entry into houses. The 
first part of the model determines the movement of soil gas in response to small 
indoor-outdoor pressure differences: created e.g. by wind, temperature differences, 
or mechanical ventilation systems. The movement itself is governed by Dairy's law. 
The second part of the model solves the radon transport equation that involves 
generation, decay, combined advective and diffusive transport, and partition of 
radon bc'veen gas and liquid phases of other soil fluids. 
In chapter 4, we focus on the physical validity of the model and describe the re-
sults of a verification exercise grounded on the comparison of experimental results 
with model calculations based on measured soil parameters. The experimental re-
sults come from a radon test structure, that has been established at Risø National 
Laboratory as part of this study. The structure consists of a 40 lifer stainless-
steel cylinder placed in a 0.52 m deep quadratic excavation with a side length of 
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2.4 m. The excavation is lined with a 0.6 nun pvc membrane that is attached to 
the cylinder, and soil ga> enters the cylinder through a 9.5 cm bote in the bot-
tom. The cylinder is depi -ssurized by a mass-flow controlled pump, and radon 
concentrations, pressures, and environmental parameters are logged onto a com-
puter every 10 minutes. The experimental results used in the verification exercise 
include steady-state pressure couplings and radon concentrations measured in 19 
soil probes located in the vicinity of the structure. In the two main experiments, 
radon concentrations were measured under conditions where the transport was 
mainly diffusive or advective: i.e. without or with an imposed depressurization. 
Relative to the situation where the transport was mainly diffusive, it was observed 
that most probe locations were partly diluted in response to radon-free atmo-
spheric air being forced into the ground by the imposed now. Model calculations 
based on measured soil parameters were made using the two-dimensional model in 
circular cylindrical coordinates. The model-experiment comparison showed agree-
ment between pressure and radon concentration profiles, and the model was able 
to predict the degree of radon depletion for most probe locations. The latter veri-
fies the models ability to describe the combined diffusive and advective transport, 
which is a key element of the model. However, absolute values of the soil-gas entry 
rates and radon conceuuations differed from the predicted ones, which is claimed 
to be a result of soil inhomogeneities or incomplete mapping of some of the soil 
parameters. 
In chapter 5, we present the results of model simulations of radon entry into 
(idealized) houses located on homogeneous soil. The emphasis of the sensitivity 
analysis is on slab-on-grade houses since this house type is common in Denmark 
and tend to have higher indoor radon levels compared with basement and crawl-
space houses. A reference configuration is defined, and various soil and house 
related factors are changed in turn as to see the subsequent change in entry rate. 
In all cases, the entry rate is proportional to the radon generation rate of the soil. 
For houses with impermeable building materials and a narrow crack along the 
floor-wall joint, high entry rales can only be obtained by means of advective entry 
and the key parameters are the soil permeability and the house depressurization. 
For houses with a bare-soil floor, the situation is quite different since diffusive 
entry dominates even for moderate soil permeabilities. The influence of a subfloor 
gravel layer, footer, backfill region, and depressurization is also investigated and 
the entry into the slab-on-grade house is compared with that of a basement house 
of a similar configuration. The findings of the sensitivity analysis are in agreement 
with similar US studies conducted for basement houses. 
Chapter 6 and 7 treat the specific issue of soil-gas entry into houses under con-
ditions where the depressurization vary sinusoidally in time. An analytical model 
has been derived based on the analogy of a buried drain and a basement house 
with a perimeter crack along the floor-wall joint. The analytical treatment is per-
formed in the frequency domain using transfer functions, and the model describes 
the development of the disturbance pressure field in the soil surrounding the drain. 
The model predicts the amplitude of the soil-gas entry rate to increase with the 
frequency of the depressurization. The increased flow rate comes about because 
of compression and expansion of gas in pore volumes of the active part of the 
soil'. In addition, an experimental investigation has been carried out at the Small 
Structures Project at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, California. Pressures have 
been measured in 8 soil probes while the structure was depressurized sinusoidally 
in time. Experiments were conducted for period times from 4 seconds up to 53 
minutes, and the measured time-series have been Fourier analyzed for comparison 
with the theoretical transfer function. Given the simplifying assumptions underly-
ing the model, there was good agreement between measured and modelled pressure 
responses. 
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2 Physical equations 
In this chapter we define bask parameters and derive equations for steady soil-gas 
and radon transport in soils. The soil-gas transport equation is derived from the 
continuity equation. Dairy's law and the assumptions that the soil is isothermal 
and isotropic. The radon transport equation involves generation, decay, combined 
diffusive and advective transport, and partition of radon between gas and liquid 
phases of other soil fluids. The equation is derived under a number of simplifying 
assumptions. For example, we assume that water percolation and adsorption of 
radon to soil grain surfaces can be neglected. Similar transport equations can be 
found in (NaiMCj. [Lou90j. and (Rog91Aj. 
The chapter is divided into three sections. Section 2.1 contains definitions of 
basic soil parameters like porosity, moisture content, and radon emanation. In 
section 2.2 and 2.3 the transport equations for soil gas and radon are derived. 
2.1 Basic definitions 
We treat soil as a porous medium consisting of organic matter, soil grains and 
pores filled with water and soil gas containing trace amounts of radon (^Rn). 
We select a reference element of volume tV located at the point S(s.y.z). and 
apply the continuum approach described in [Bear72]. Thus, soil properties such as 
the porosity and diffusivity and field values such as the radon concentration are 
averaged over fV and assigned to the point S(x. y.z)forf\' taken to a microscopic 
value. The interconnected pores of the reference ek>me-.t have a volume of 6Vf. 
This volume is divided into an air-filled part of voiuror t\'m and a water-filled part 
of volume f\'r such that: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
where pa and pw, are densities of water and wet soil, respectively. The soil grain 
density p, is in the range from 2.65 to 2.75 gem"3 for a wide range of soils. 
[Har84j. (Sro63). For soils without organic matter, we have the following relations: 
' - f 
Pw, = {l- t)p9 + (u-p* = _ WP9 (7) 
and 
t = l - ( l - H ' ) ^ (8) 
Pi 
The activity of radon in H'„ is fiA„ and we define the radon activity ronrenlra-
tion of the air-fillrd porr part« (Bqm-3) as: 
6V, = 6Vm+iYr 
We define porosity (c). 
e = <± 6V 
6YV 
air-
We also define the fraction 
_ Hi _ !i 
6VP t 
and the water content 
W - P**V' = € 
pv,6V 
per 
Pvr 
PK§ 
porosity [tm). and water-porosity 
of water saturation of the pores 
wet mass (W): 
— mi— 
P*> 
«*) as 
[m): 
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The activity of radon ia é\'w is M » and we define the radon activity concentration 
of the water-fitted pore parts (Bqm~3) as: 
<-=£ ««" 
The soil {rans contain radium ("*R»> and radon emanates into air-filled and 
water-filled pore parts. The total radon feneration rate (Bqm~3s~') per pore 
whine (t\r) n defined as: 
<? = * — > / * „ . = * ~ ~ ' ^ A £ = — A V . A £ (11) 
where A is the decay constant of radon (2.086 -10"* s"'). / is the emanating 
fraction, and A*, the concentration of radium ia the soil grains (activity per 
gram mass). The emanation rate. £ . gives the number of atoms that emanate into 
the pores per unit time per kg dry mass (i.e. organic matter and grains) of thr 
soil'. We divide the generation rat* into two terms. Gm and Gw. reflecting thr 
amount of radon atoms that emanate into thr air-filled and water-filled part of 
the pores. Wr hswr the relation: 
G = Gm + G* (12) 
2.2 Soil-gas transport 
Soil gas moves in response to pressure differences created, for example, below 
bouses because of the influence from wind, temperature and ventilation: [NazSSCj. 
p. 92 For »impurity, we assume that tbr soil is isothermal and that soil gas simply 
moves in response to pressure differences imposed at thr boundaries: e.g. that il«-
bouse interior is oVprrssumed relative to the atmospheric surface3. 
We define the disturbance pressure firld pir.». z) at a given location of tbr soil 
as the difference between tbr absolute pressure P(x.y.r) at that point and tbr 
'hydrostatic' pressure at that depth PHI:)'- (Lou*7j. p 37. 
P(x.V.z) = P„{z) + p(x.9.z) (13) 
where 
Pif(-) = P.,m - M* (14) 
where the z-axis is oriented vertically (pointing upwards). Pmlm a thr absolute 
pressure at the atmospheric surface (~ 101 kPa). pm thr soil-gas density (~ 1.3 
kgm"3), and o the gravitational accelrration (~ 9.8 mj"3). For tbr stated typical 
values of thr parameters, the hydrostatic pressure decreases app. 12 Pa per meter 
of depth. The transport of soil gas is assumed to follow Darry's law: 
j-- ~-Vp (15) 
A* 
where qis thr bulk flux density of soil-gas (m3/(m}s)). it is thr permeability (m3). 
and u thr dynamic viscosity (~ 16 • 10"* Pa s). Darcy's lav implies that the flou-
ts irrotational corresponding to potential flow with the disturbance pressure firW 
as velocity potential. The equation of continuity (mass conservation) of gas in a 
porous medium is. |Bird60j: 
2 ~ + V - * t f - 0 (16) 
'For *oih without nrKaair mailer, mr havp E - J Ann 
' I t wan rw»Mly drmonM rated in a modelling »tiidy. thai huoyanry rrratvtt by Ihr hrat low 
from a baarmrnt might be an important driving fcwrr (or toil-ga* entry. (Itrv9l| 
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7aUe 1. Raiøn jofefc&ry m wmter as fmmctwm of tcmpermtm (from fCln79j. ». 
Temp. 
K 
173-15 
278.15 
283.15 
288.15 
293.15 
296.15 
30315 
308.15 
L 
-
0.5249 
0.4286 
0.3565 
0.3016 
02593 
0.2263 
0.2003 
ai797 
Under steady-state conditions we obtain: 
V e*f = 0 (17) 
Soil fas is compressible and in general the density is a function of the absolute 
pressure: for isothermal conditions the density is directly proportional to the ab-
solute pressure. However, we neglect this in the present steady-state model since 
the maximum value of the disturbance pressure 6ekJ is of the order of only 5 Pa 
(0.005 % of Patm) and since the soil column of interest extends only a few meters 
bebw the atmospheric surface. Hence, in the following, we assume the soil gas to 
have a constant density and equation 17 becomes: 
V f = 0 (18) 
Inserting Dairy's law gives: 
T/.(*Vp) = 0 (19) 
such that for homogeneous soib the disturbance pressure field obeys the Laplace 
equation3: 
V2» = 0 (20) 
2.3 Radon transport 
We assume that the partition of radrn between the gas and liquid phases is per-
manently in equilibrium: cf. [Roy91]. This appears to be a reasonable assumption 
since the mass transfer from air to water is rapid: a characteristic time of 0.1 sec 
is estimated in [Naz88C|. p. 78. The concentration ratio is given by the Ostwald 
coefficient. L: [Clev79|: 
cw=U. (21) 
L depends on the temperature as specified in table 1. Radon abo adsorbs to soil 
grain surfaces. However, data presented in [Rog91A] suggests that this effect is 
important only for dry soib (m <0.2-0.3) and we therefore limit this treatment to 
radon in the gas and liquid phases. We have the following equation for radon in 
the liquid phase: 
tjj± = tGw - t.Xc. (22) 
where we have neglected transport of radon, e.g. advertion due to percolating 
water. Finally for radon in the air-filled pores, we have the equation: 
-Mnclusio« of isothermal expansion gives the fnHnwinft equation for the Absolute pressure field 
Vf* * 0; see [CM561. p 5 or (Bird60j. p 150 
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'"fif *tC' " *,J< " v J (a> 
r the baft lux density / (Bqmr's - 1 ) ) spetifcs the transport of radon within 
the air-iBed pore parts per tmft aoss-scrUonal aren per ank tune. The transport 
rate of radon. J (Bqs~'). across a plane with a uniåono lux density of j a hence: 
J « J • Ai. where A is the geometric area of the plane, and i is a ank vector 
perpendicular to the plane- Equations 21. 22. and 23 can be toaaahwd to > 
equation far radon in the gas phase: 
Ø^^tG-ØXc.- V J 
where we haw introduced the quantity 0, which we CJMM 
collected porosity: 
0 * € . + I f * 
The transport of radon w 
the advective* and difusr 
J**£+Jé 
where 
U = *«• = - c . - V » 
ithin the ajr-fiiled pore parts is 
•e baft tax density: 
(24) 
ase to call the partitwn-
(25) 
divided nko two terms: 
(2*) 
(27) 
and 
U = -DVc. ( » ) 
where the tatter is Fieks first law and D is the bulk diffusion constant (m1*-1). 
Inserting the expressions lor >« and j * in equation 24 gives: 
©V« tG
 x \k„ _ 1„ , _ _ % fomv 
dT = T-A e- + ^ v , , V c w + 3 v < D V £ w ) {29) 
Homogcnccn* soil 
If the soil is homogeneous and has a uniform distribution of moisture (m = con-
stant), it is possible to eliminate 0 from equation 29 by introducing a set of new 
parameters: cf. [Rog9lA]: G*. D1. and tf such that the transport equations takes 
the form: 
% = C - A c . - - ? / ' (30) 
or 
^ = C - A ^ + - - V p V c + - V (iTVc) (3D 
dt c . jt f. 
where 
/ ' = £ j = - c . - V p - 0 T c . (32) 
0 P 
V = ±D (33) 
*' = ±k (34) 
G = '-G (35) 
Furthermore, we may define the effective diffusion constant D1, such that: 
4Thr term* advtrtkm'and Ymvmioft'are wed widely in the rarfnn literature. Her«, we adopt 
the definition* used in (Dnm90|. where advertion refer* to*olute and particle transport, whrrra* 
rofivertinn a used in emphatrtf heat related transport (t.g natural or fcwred convection) Cf 
|lnrS5| p 6 and 25«. and (Rev91| 
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v-*.v. (3§> 
^ « c - A c + - - v » v«. + v (irrvc.) 
Ui 
C - Jkw + — t y . T/c« + V(DfVci ) = O 
<• I* 
(37) 
( » ) 
(3S) 
h » JwitrurtiM to the steady-state solution of 
soil layer. In 
to: 
*'7?'**-c 
» f o r a 
eqmv 
(40) 
' z b the depth. For the atmospheric concentration set to zero, we obtain the 
Mowing, solution for z > 0: 
c (* ) * «v«.(l - **P<-7-)) 
»here €..» is the deep-soil radon concentration: 
C (G \-W 
*-" * A = 0 A = ~J~*"E 
and I* is the diffusion length: 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
The exhalation rate J (Bqs~') into the atmosphere over the surface area A (at 
i = 0) B: 
J=-z Aj = -i A-f = A3fft^ 
A list of other closed-form solutions can be found in (ColSl). 
(44) 
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3 Numerical model 
w tins ch*c4erw* Burlaw a two da atnumnalminwrw ilmodri thai solves tlw equa-
tions for steady sod-gas and radon transport. The modrl is nexibk- and problems 
related to on? test structure (chapter 4). real houses (chapter 5). or soil probes can 
be mode Bed in detaiL The model is of the hwte-diftereace type and B based on 
the widely nstd control-whinir approach presented by Patankar: {PaUOj. Looretro 
applied the same jdwjt in a prey ions model of radon transport, and the Model 
is partly based on that work: (LootTj. 
The chapter is divided into two sections. Firstly, we outha* the nvsacrkal 
nwthod and derrre adisrretaatmi equation that matches the two-phase transport 
equation. Secondly, we present dctaib related to the computational implementa-
tion and mathtmatinl vermration. 
3.1 Numerical technique 
The model solves the fcfcwinf two equation! of the previous chapter with appro-
priate boundary conditions governing sod-fas and radon transport: 
T f = 0 (45) 
<G - JAc« - V j = 0 (46) 
where 
f = - - r p (47) 
and 
J = r . f - D T c . (4$) 
Prom a matbematiral point of view, the soil-fas transport equation is a special 
case of the more general radon transport equation, and wr can solve tbr two 
equations with the same numerical technique*. In the following we therefore focus 
on the numerical method used to solve tbr radon transport equation. The method 
consists of tbr fbtlowinf three steps: 
• Srirrt grid: A two-dimensional routputationai grid containing M • \ rontrol-
voiumes is sebrted-
• Set-up matrix equation: Th? radon concentration at individual grid points is 
linked to the concentrations of the four nearest neighbours through a finite-
dinVrmrr approximation of the transport equation. Thus, we convert the 
original boundary value probkm into a system of A/ • .V algebraic equations 
with M • A" unknowns. The matrix elements reflect the dimensions of the 
control volumes and tbr soil parameters. 
• Solve matrix equation: The matrix equation is solved iteratively using a line-
iterative procedure that is based on the Thomas algorithm and successive 
over-relaxation: [AndJMj. 
Each control volume consbu of one node and four intrrfarrs. Tbr control volumes 
are not (in general) of equal size and tbr nodes are torater! midway between 
intrrfarrs. 
*T» tør flu*, mrrptwt ike ratio« rnumtrMnn m pcrniirr. ignnr* iferay. nrwrrMiofi and 
arivrrtrm. and *rt tbr diffasmi roRMaM In * / • 
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ZT.. 
*, . . 
z*. 
*6-r 
2B-
z-axis 
( * * ) i 
(**)« 
w 
T 
• 
I jt 
jw P 
1j6 
• 
i« E 
(6x)w (fa). 
i t v X p l£T 
Figure 1. Location of control volumes. 
x-axis 
Figure 1 shows a cluster of 5 generic control volumes named: P, W, E, B, and 
T, respectively. Control volume P is located in the center at node (i, j). and W is 
located on the west side at node (i - 1, j). The other control volumes are located 
in a similar fashion on the east, bottom, and top sides. 
In the following, uppercase letters are used as reference index for soil properties 
or field values that relate to single nodes (e.g. AV>) whereas lowercase letters 
are used as reference index for quantities that relate to the interface between two 
nodes (e.g. Aw). The control volumes are characterized as follows: 
AVp = volume of control volume P, m3 
Xb 
Xt 
(6x)w 
(6x)e 
(6z)t 
J"lf|r 
A, 
Ah 
At 
coordinate of w-interface, r.x 
coordinate of e-interface, m 
coordinate of tVinterf" "e, m 
coordinate of (-interface, m 
distance from node W to P,m 
distance from node E to P, m 
(6i)t, = distance from node B to P, m 
distance from node T to P, m 
area of interface between node W and P, m2 
area of interface between node E and P, m2 
area of interface between node B and P, m2 
area of interface between node T and P, m2 
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The two dimensions of the model are universally referred to as z and 2, ami 
the model is implemented such that these two coordinates optionally can be inter-
preted as ordinary cartesian or cylindrical coordinates6. For cartesian coordinates, 
the length of the control volume in the y-direction is set to Lv and we have: 
AVP = Lv(xt - xw)(z, - 2») 
Ac = Ly{zt - Zh) 
Av = Lv(zt-zb) (49) 
At, = Ly(xt - xw) 
For cylindrical coordinates, the model coordinates x and z represent r and z in 
the norma) (r, 6, z)-notation. It is thereby implicitly assumed, that the fields are 
axial-symmetric such that the polar angle 6 can be left out of the equations. We 
have the following relations for the control volume sizes: 
AVP = - r ( z * - x i ) ( z , - * ) 
At = 2*xe(zt - Zb) 
Au, = 2jrx„.(zt-2fc) (50) 
Ab = ir(x2 -x2w) 
At = ir(i* - z?J 
We prescribe a discretization equation for each control volume that expresses the 
conservation of radon. Thus, integration of equation 46 over a control volume 
gives7: 
AVP{tPG - ØXcp) + Awjw - Aeje + Abjb - Atjt = 0 (51) 
where 
tp = porosity (e) within P, -
PP = value of /? (e0 + Ltw) within P , -
3p = radon generation rate (G) within P, Bqm~3s_1 
cp = gas phase radon concentration (ctt) within P, Bqm-3 
ju, = bulk flux density (i • j) at u>-interface, Bqm"2 s_1) 
je — bulk flux density ( i • j) at w-interface, Bqm"2 s_1) 
jt, = bulk flux density {£ • J) at u/-interface, Bqm"2s"1) 
j , = bulk flux density (z • J) at w-interface, Bqm"2s"1) 
We use the following symbols for the radon concentration of the neighbour nodes: 
cw — gas phase radon concentration (c„) within W, Bqm"3 
CE = gas phase radon concentration (c„) within E, Bqm"3 
CB = gas phase radon concentration (c„) within B, Bqm"3 
CT - gas phase radon concentration (c„) within T, Bqm"3 
6In this report we apply the model only in cylindrical coordinates. 
7
 We assume that the bulk flux densities prevail over each of the control volume interfaces. 
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For a moment, we ignore the advective transport of radon and assume a linear 
concentration profile between neighbour nodes. Hence, the bulk fluxes at the in-
terfaces are given by: 
cw - cp 
J« = 
h = 
Dw 
Dt 
(Sx)w 
Cp-CE 
Jb = D, 
jt = A 
(6x)t 
(6i)t 
(52) 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
The mean diffusion constants Dw, De, Dt, and Dt between neighbour nodes (of 
different material) should be calculated as to give the best representation of the 
fluxes at the interfaces. This is accomplished by the following procedure; [Pat80], 
p. 45: 
°" ~ \ DW +DP) 
D, 
where 
DP 
Dw 
DE 
DB 
DT 
\ DP DT) 
- 1 
- 1 
- 1 
(56) 
(57) 
(58) 
(59) 
bulk diffusion constant (D) within P, m 2 s - 1 
bulk diffusion constant (D) within W. m 2 s _ 1 
bulk diffusion constant (D) within E. m 2 s _ I 
bulk diffusion constant (D) within B. m 2 s - 1 
bulk diffusion constant (£>) within T, m 2 s - 1 
/ in ff fb- and ft give the location of the respective interfaces relative to the 
distance between neighbour nodes. For example, if the w-interface happens to be 
located midway between node W and P, then /„, = 0.5. In general we have: 
xp — xw 
u = 
fe = 
h = 
ft = 
(6x)w 
XE~Xe 
(6x)e 
zp-zb 
(6z)„ 
(6z)t 
(60) 
(61) 
(62) 
(63) 
where the x and z coordinates of nodes and interfaces are defined in figure 1. We 
then introduce the conductivities: 
DWA„ K. = 
n = 
(te)w 
(åx)e 
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(64) 
(65) 
15 
(6z)b 
(6z)t 
and rewrite equation 51 as: 
{Yw+Yf+Yb+Yt+ØpAVp\)cp = ywcw+YtCE+YbcB+YtCT+i P&VPGP (68) 
This equation is of the general form used by Patankar: 
apcp = aw civ + O.BCE 4- OBCB + arcr + b (69) 
and we identify the coefficients: 
aw = Yw 
aE = K, 
aB = n 
o r = V, 
b = tpAVpGp 
ap = a«-+ ae + a s + ar +/3/»A Vj>A 
The advective transport can be included in several ways. Patankar recommends 
the use of a power-law interpolation function: -4p0wen such that we obtain the 
following coefficients; cf. [Pat80] p. 99 and [Lou87] p. 259: 
aw = yuJ4power(7>u-) + max(0.J4wqu) (70) 
«E = YcApowei(Pc) + max{0.-Aeqe) (71) 
OB = n>Vwer(P&) + max(0..46<76) (72) 
aT = YtAp0y,erCPt)+ måx(0.~ A,q,) (73) 
b = tpAVpGp (74) 
ap = aw + OE + OB + OT + Øp&VpA (75) 
where 
qw = bulk soil-gas flux density (x • if) at uz-interface. m3/(m2 s) 
ge = bulk soil-gas flux density ( i • q) at e-interface, m3/(m2 s) 
96 = bulk soil-gas flux density (i • g) at 6-interface, m3/(m2 s) 
g< = bulk soil-gas flux density (i • q) at i-interface, m3/(m2 s) 
The grid-Péclet numbers: Pu,, V,, Vb. and Pf indicate the relative importance of 
ihe advective and diffusive flux densities: 
_ Awqu. (fa)«. 
^
 =
 —
 = q
'~DT (77) 
_ _ Abqb _ (6z)b 
Vb =
 -YT = Qb-Db- (78) 
_ A,q, (6z), 
Vt =
 —
 = q
'-DT 
The powerlaw interpolation function is: 
V>wer(P) = max(0,(l - 0.1|7>|)s) 
16 
(79) 
(80) 
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3.2 Model implementation 
The model, named Rnmod2d.pas is programmed in the computer-language Pascal 
and consists of app. 2000 lines of code. The model has been run on personal 
computers and on the VAX-8700 at Riso National Laboratory. On a personal 
computer the model handles grids with up to 10000 nodes. 
Pressure field calc. 
(1. run) 
Primary parameters 
BC's and geometry 
Setup coefficient matrix 
OP- OH'i « £ . O0. 07-, fr 
/initial field Solver 
Radon field calc. 
(2. run) 
Primary parameters 
Dr G. <. 0, X 
BC's and geometry 
Setup coefficient matrix 
opt fliv * Of. aø t 07*, o 
/initial fieUlN 
U(r.») J~ Solver 
Output 
Ca(x.z) 
Figure 2. Overview of the computational procedure used in Rnmod2d.pas. BC is 
short for boundary condition. 
As illustrated in figure 2, two model runs are needed to solve the transport 
equations. In the first run. the soil-gas problem is solved. The job specification in-
volves: values for soil permeability, viscosity, boundary conditions, grid definition, 
and physical dimensions of the problem. The program sets up a coefficient matrix 
and initiates the iterative solution procedure (if a similar field problem has been 
solved previously, that field might be imported in order to speed up computa-
tions). Iterations are stopped when selected criteria for convergence are met. The 
pressure field and the soil-gas fluxes between nodes are stored onto separate files 
with other types of output useful for documentary purposes, post-processing or 
graphical presentation. The radon concentration field is found in a second model 
run. This time, the job specification includes: values for diffusivity. radon genera-
tion rate, porosity, partition corrected porosity (0), decay constant and directions 
concerning how to import the soil-gas flux between nodes as calculated in the first 
run. Again, the coefficient matrix is set up and the solution is found. Appendix A 
contains one example of a job specification file. 
Figure 3 sketches the computational plane. The 'house' is located in the upper 
left corner of the grid. Soil gas and radon enter through the boundary sections 
named BCcen (i.:. center crack). BC.per (i.e. perimeter crack), or BC.wall (i.e. 
wall crack). The boundary sections named: BCatm and BC.wat represent the at-
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Figure 3. Outline of the computational plane and location of optional boundary 
conditions. 
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Figure 4- Port of the computational grid used in the calculations of radon entry 
into the radon test structure described in chapter 4. 
mospheric surface and the water table, respectively. The named boundary sections 
fulfill optional boundary conditions of the Neumann ('no-flow') or Dirichlet type 
('constant concentration'). In addition, special conditions that simulate ventila-
tion and the accumulation of radon inside the 'house' can be applied at BCcen. 
BC-per, and BC.wall. The other parts of the boundary fulfill Neumann conditions. 
The physical dimensions of the grid are specified through the constants shown in 
figure 3: XI to X9 and ZO to Z6. It is thereby possible to deform the computational 
plane for calculations of a variety of field problems related to radon entry into real 
houses, our test structure, or soil probes. The distribution of control volumes is 
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important in calculations where high gradients occur, and the model is supplied 
with a general set of functions such that the volumes can be distributed in an 
appropriate way. Figure 4 shows part of a grid used in the calculation of entry 
into the test structure described in chapter 4. 
The model has been subject to a number of tests concerning the mathematical 
correctness of the programmed model. The verification has focused on the ability 
of the model to solve two-dimensional heat-flow problems for which solutions are 
known. The main source for these comparisons have been analytical solutions for 
simple geometries and model calculations obtained with a commercial heat-flow 
program based on the finite-element method. The ability of the model to simulate 
radon transport has been verified for a number of one-dimensional problems for 
which exact solutions were known; for example transport through two layers of 
soil having different properties and combined diffusive and advective transport 
through a single layer of soil. 
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4 Model verification 
In the preceding two chapters, we have presented a model that provides a math-
ematical description of transport of soil gas and radon in soils. In this chapter, 
we focus on the physical validity of the model and describe the results of a ver-
ification exercise grounded on the comparison of experimental results with model 
calculations based on measured soil parameters. The experimental results come 
from a newly established radon test structure located at Risø National Labo-
ratory. The chapter contains five sections: Firstly, we describe the location and 
design of the test structure. Thereafter, we present results from steady-state ex-
periments. Pressure couplings and radon concentrations have been measured in 
19 soil probes located in the vicinity of the structure. The radon concentrations 
have been measured under conditions where the transport was mainly diffusive or 
advective. Section 4.3 describes the measured soil parameters: porosity, density, 
radon emanation rate, permeability, and moisture content. Finally, in section 4.4 
and 4.5 we describe results from model calculations for different sets of parameters 
and compare the modelling results with those of the experiments. 
4.1 Structure location and design 
The aim of the test structure design has been to establish an experimental facility8 
such that the transport and entry of soil gas and radon can be studied under field 
conditions where: 
• The soil is typical for Danish surface geology. 
• The building shell is simple and relatively well-defined. 
• The entry rates of soil gas and radon can be measured directly. 
• The main driving forces can be controlled and will not be influenced by house 
occupants. 
The structure is located at Risø National Laboratory approximately 60 m west 
of the Chemistry department and 4-5 m above sea level. The surface is almost 
horizontal with a minor slope (down) towards south-west. Prior to the construc-
tion, the field site was covered with grass. A group of bushes and smaller trees 
6 m west of the structure provides some shelter for the wind. The water table is 
found at a depth of approximately 2 m. This particular field site was selected out 
of a few possible locations at Risø National Laboratory. Initial soil investigations 
indicated the site to have a sufficiently high permeability (~ 4 • 10~12 m2) and 
radon concentration to be appropriate for a study of this type. 
A cross-sectional view of the test structure is shown in figure 5. It consists of 
a 40 liter, stainless-steel cylinder placed in a 0.52 m deep quadratic excavation 
with a side length of 2.4 m. The excavation is lined with an airtight 0.6 mm pvr 
membrane that is attached to the cylinder. A layer of bentonite fills the interface 
region between the soil and the membrane. The membrane is kept in place by fine 
gravel backfilled into part of the excavation. Radon enters the cylinder through 
a changeable interface in the bottom. For example, the interface may consist of 
a cylindrical sample of cracked concrete mounted in a special holder of diameter 
10 cm and height 20 cm. In the experiments reported here, radon simply enters 
the cylinder directly through a hole of 9.5 cm in diameter. Below the membrane, a 
capillary breaking layer of highly permeable gravel has been placed. This layer has 
"Larger, basement-like test structures have been constructed and are being used for studies 
of soil-gas and radon entry at Colorado State University. Ft. Collins and at Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory; [Bor91), [Fi»k89). [Sext91|. 
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a thirfcuess of 0.1S in and a side length of 1.6 m. The permeability of the gravel 
has been measured in the laboratory to be 4 • 10~* m1. 
A shelter for instrumentation is placed on top of the backfilled gravel. Easy ac-
cess to the cylinder can be obtained through a hatch in the Boor. A data acquisition 
system samples instrumental data every 10 minutes. The instrumentation includes: 
2 continuous radon monitors. 2 differential pressure gauges. 6 thermometers, and 
gauges lor wind and rain. One of the continuous radon monitors is connected to 
the cylinder in a closed loop. A small fan mixes the air inside the cylinder. 
The cylinder is depresurized with an ekctronkaUy controlled mass-flow con-
troller unit and a pump. A reference probe for the pressure measurements is lo-
cated in the backfilled gravel within the excavation. 
In the vicinity of the structure a total of 26 pvc probes* of 1.7 cm in inner 
diameter have been installed as part of a site characterization project undertaken 
by the Technical University of Denmark (DTH): [Dam91]. Moreover, two simple 
probes are located in the gravel below the cylinder. Most probes are pair-wise 
located symmetrically on the east-west or north-south sides of the structure such 
that, for example, all east probes. El to E6. have corresponding probes on the west 
side. Wl to W6. Six of the probes are located below the structure: Ml to M6. of 
which Ml and M6 are in the gravel. Figures 5 and 6 show the probe locations. The 
probes serve several purposes: Firstly, drilling the probe holes provided samples for 
measurements by DTH of radon emanation rates (E) and content of moisture (H') 
and for a general characterization of the site geology. Secondly, in-situ permeability 
measurements were made by DTH using a simple IS cm probe head that fits into 
the probe holes: [Dam91]. Finally, we use the probes for mapping pressure and 
radon fields manually. All probes are sealed off when not in use. 
4.2 Experimental results 
During the period from April 9 to August 30. 1991. different types of steady-
state experiments have been conducted at the radon test structure. We report the 
results of these experiments in the following. 
Soil-gas entry rates 
The relationship between steady-state depressurization and soil-gas entry rate into 
the cylinder (i.e. the flow resistance. £p/Q) has been investigated on three occa-
sions: April 9. July 25. and August 10.1991. The first series of measurements took 
place (under slightly primitive conditions) only a few days after the test structure 
was established10. In the other two series, the flow resistance was found during 
short-term experiments where the cylinder was depressurized to values in the range 
of 0 to 30 or 60 Pa. The depressurization was measured with an inclined micro-
manometer and/or a low-range differential pressure transducer (FCO-40. from 
Furness Controls Limited). The flow rates were measured with ordinary rotame-
ters. For the three measurements we obtained the following linear flow resistances: 
1.5 • 10s, 1.5 • 10*, and 1.2 10s Pasm"3. respectively. The precision of the values 
is at the order of 15%. 
Pressure couplings 
The pressure couplings of the probes have been measured with the cylinder de-
pressurized to 30 Pa or 60 Pa. We define the pressure coupling at a given probe 
9
'Pipe-end probes'. 
10
 At that timr. the cylinder «w in plare and (travel bad ju»t btvn backfilled into the excavation 
The shelter for instrumentation had not been built yet. 
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Ftgmre 5. Cross-sectional nev of the ruden test structure. 
location as p^tr/pcy- where p^*, is the measured pressure difference between 
the atmosphere (or the reference probe) and that particular probe. pt9i b the pres-
sure difference from the atmosphere (or the reference probe) to the cylinder. Table 
2 lbts the measured pressure couplings. The indicated uncertainties of the mea-
surements are observed standard errors based on 3 to 5 measurements conducted 
at different times and/or with different types of pressure gauges. The table shows 
that the probes located below the membrane (Ml to M6) are well coupled with 
values from 75 to 100 %. The other probes have couplings less that 20 %• This 
series of measured pressure couplings b named PrO. where 'Pr' stands for pressure 
couplings and '0' for experimental results. The corresponding model calculations 
are named Prl. Pr2. and Pr3. 
Radon concentrations 
The results of three steady-state radon experiments are given in appendix B and 
summarized in table 2. In the first experiment (exp. 1). the pump was discon-
nected, so that no depressurization was applied. In the two other experiments 
(exp. 2 and exp. 3). the cylinder was dr pressurized to 8±2 Pa and 13±2 Pa respec-
tively. Thb was achieved by (imposed) flow rates of 3.3±0.6 /min"1 and 5.2±0.6 
/min"1, respectively. Conventional scintillation cells of 150 or 170 ml were used 
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Ftmve 6. Outline of the field stte when the radon test structure is located. The 
depths of the probes an arven in cm. The dashed severe indicates the §mvel layer 
located below the membrane. The inner circle is the entry hole to the cphnder. 
for the measurements of radon concentrations in the probes and in the cylinder. 
Table 2 shows that most probe locations are partly depleted for radon in re-
sponse to the imposed flow of soil gas. We define the degree of radon depletion 
shown in column S of table 2 as: 
^ ^ (81) 
where cj and c. are the concentrations measured in one particular probe under 
diffusive and advective conditions, respectively. In section 4.5 we compare the 
results obtained in exp.l and 3 with model calculations, and it is therefore con-
venient to introduce the following notation: Experiment 1 is named DK), where 
'Di' symbolizes that the transport was mainly diffusive; i.e. no forced flow was 
imposed. '0' stands for experimental results. Experiment 3 is named AdO, where 
'Ad' is for advection. The corresponding model calculations are named Dil, Di2 
. . . Di5 and Adl, Ad2 .. . Ad5. Experiment 2 is not used in the verification test 
and the results are only bsteJ here for completeness. 
4.3 Soil parameters 
In the following, we summarize the soil parameters made available to this project 
mainly through a site characterization project undertaken by the Department of 
Electrophysics. the Technical University of Denmark (DTH) and partly financed 
by the Commission of the European Communities. 
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Tatar t. Mam rcsafts from stca«V-statc exprrmunts. 
Location 
Cyl-
Ml 
M2 
M3 
M4 
MS 
M6 
Wl 
El 
W2 
W3 
E3 
W4 
E4 
\V5 
VV6 
E6 
Nl 
N3 
N4 
KaWOOO CQDCCQUVtSGMI 
exp. 1 
DØ 
k B q m 3 
45.6*2 
42.4*2 
48.3*1 
58.5*1 
54.6*2 
583*2 
44.4*1 
27.6*4 
22.8*3 
482*1 
37.0*4 
26.7*3 
208*2 
192*3 
550*1 
28.2*3 
23.9*2 
47.1*1 
57.7*1 
24.9*2 
exp. 2 
kBqm-3 
12.2*1 
9.6±1 
20.7*1 
46.9*2 
23.5*1 
30.5*1 
14.6*1 
8.3*1 
6.3*1 
43.8*2 
31.8 
20.7*1 
18-2*1 
16-9*1 
49.8 
11.7±1 
4.7*1 
45.5±1 
72.1±1 
(63-6) 
exp-3 
AdO 
kBqm 3 
9.6±! 
6.5*1 
14.3*1 
45-0*1 
20.3*1 
28.6*1 
11.5*1 
7.4*1 
5.6*1 
50.1*1 
24.4*1 
16.9*1 
14.7*1 
14.8*1 
51.9*1 
9.3*1 
4.8*1 
41.6*2 
63.0*1 
27.4*2 
Radon 
depletion 
(txp- 1.3) 
% 
79*5 
85*6 
71*3 
23*2 
63*4 
51*4 
74*5 
73*16 
75*17 
-4*2 
34*10 
37*10 
30*9 
23*14 
6*2 
67*12 
80*12 
12*4 
-9*3 
-10*12 
Press. 
coupling 
PrO 
% 
100 
89*1 
91*1 
75*1 
84*1 
81*2 
92*1 
15*4 
8.6*1 
8 6 * 2 
5 9 * 2 
1.4*0.1 
1.3*04 
0-5*02 
4.1*06 
10*1 
11*3 
15*1 
53*0.4 
1.5*1 
Geology; [Kors91] 
Based on analysis of smal. soil samples from the borehole drilling, the site geology 
b characterized as follows: The uppermost 0.4 to 0.5 m consbts of soil composed 
mainly of organic matters and sand. The layer contains many minor stone* and 
fragments of carbonateous shells. The content of sand, stones and fragments of 
shells indicates that the site area b covered by an ancient beach from the time of 
the Litorina sea11 about 6000 years ago. Due to farming activities during many 
years the upper 03-04 m are mixed by ploughing- Below 0-50 m. the sile b 
dominated by moraine deposits of sandy clay12. A number of inhomogeneities are 
observed. For example, deposits dominated by sand are found outside the moraine 
clay layer 0.4 m from the excavation. 
Porosity, density, and moisture content 
Two soil investigations have been conducted: 
Soil investigation A; (FroOlJ Small soil sampies of app. 3 g from the boreholes 
have been analysed for content of moisture. 25 samples from depths in the 
range of 30 to 170 cm had an average moisture content {W) of 11.4*0.4 %. 
The indicated uncertainty is the observed standard error. The values ranged 
from 5.5 to 15.3 %. 
"In Danish: SlrnaMrrhavrf 
"Moraine is * glacial deposit of Cell. i.e. an unconsolidated sediment containing »II sites of 
fragments from clay to bouMers: (PresM{. p. 638 AccordinK to (FredSOj Mora?ne ler' (Danish) 
should be translated In English as 'Clayey till'. 
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Sofl iawUijMiu« B; p s g U ] t so« samples of app. 150 ml Itav* been cslected 
from a separate excavation made 6-10 m north of thr tast structure. The 
Timpier have been aaaryud fer mobture. porosity, and density. A sharp-edged 
ring of iwmimim was used lor the Ttmphng Tlnr riag was farced hnri-onutty 
mto thewaH of the excavatioa, and the soil samptr vras carefauy transferred 
from the ring to a plastic beaher of the same diameter (7.7 cm) with an 
appropriate piston. The moisture content was found by drying the Timftlrr 
in an oven with a controlled temperature of either CO or 550 *C The porosity 
was fouad by im aiming the amount of water needed to saturate the dried 
tamphn It was verified that the total vomme of the sample was the same 
before and after saturation with water. Table 3 hits the results of rampler 
tahen at depths ia the range of 15 to S5 cm. The average total porosity and 
moisture content were 0.53±0.02 % and I3±I %. respectively. The indicated 
uncertainties are observed standaid errors. 
Tmkk 3. 5ml nvesttfmhon B: Soil fmnmttrrs mensvtd in S stmpks fair* ci 
étfths from /? to $5 cm. pw, w the (wet) sod émsttf. tm. tw. mud t are mtr. 
•urer. ana* total oonsihts. mmttiwtlf. W is the moist are content mni m u the 
fmctiom of vufrr smtmrution. 
mean 
st.dev. 
min. 
max. 
Ar* 
gem"3 
1.36 
0.2 
1.2 
1.8 
<-
-
0.35 
0.03 
030 
0.39 
*w 
• 
0.17 
0.03 
0.10 
0.21 
« 
-
0.53 
0.04 
046 
0.57 
IV 
% 
13 
3 
9 
17 
m 
% 
32 
5.3 
21 
37 
Permeability; [Dam9l] 
Permeability has been measured in-situ using a 15 cm probe bead that fits into 
the pvc probes described on page 21: [Dam91j. The method is based on the as-
sumption that the soil is homogeneous and isotropic. Figure 7 shows the resuiu of 
16 measurements. The indicated depths correspond to the midpoints of the probe 
beads. It is seen that the permeability varies over four orders of magnitude. The 
permeability of the top layer (0-50 cm) ranges from 7 10~14 m2 to 1.4 10*" m*. 
whereas the permeability of the bottom layer (50-200 cm) is from 2 -10"'* in-
to 3.7 -10" '* m3. The median permeabilities for the two layers are 4.5 • 10" " m2 
and 1.5 • 10"n m2. respectively. 
Emanation; [Pro91) 
Emanation of radon has been measured in the laboratory using soil samples of app. 
30 g collected from boreholes according to the following procedure: The (undis-
turbed) soil sample is located in a 160 ml radon-tight container with an alpha 
track film. The container is divided into two compartments by a thin membrane 
(11.5 too). The membrane separates the soil sample and the track film. The pur-
pose of the separation is to stop thoron that might emanate from the soil, and to 
prevent moisture from disturbing the exposure of thr film. The film is exposed for 
app. 20 days. The method is based on the assumption that all radon that emanate 
into open pores escape the sample (by diffusion). The method does not account 
for thr partition of radon between gas and liquid phases. However. beraiiw of 
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the large volume of the container it might be reasonable to assume that radon 
dissolved in the soil vater can be neglected. 
Figure 8 shows the results of 81 emaaat ion measurements as a function of depth. 
The average emanation rate (E) a 9.7±05 atoms kg-1 s"1. A linear regression 
analysis of emanation rate versus depth (z, m) gives the following coefficients 
( £ » « + * ) : a = -4-fctM atoms kg-'s'1 nr 1 andt = 14.1 ±0.9 atoms kg - 1* - 1 . 
The indicated uncertainties are observed standard errors- The regression analysis 
gives a correlation toeffkient of -0.54. During the measuring period, the samples 
bat part of their moisture content (<2S%). which might cause some bias in the 
reported emanation rates. 
Select ioo of modeflrngs parameters 
Based on the site characterization we make the following three comments: (1) It 
is necessary to convert some of the measured parameters to those needed in the 
mathematical formalism: e.g. the measured emanation rates (£) in atoms kg-1 s _ l 
must be converted to generation rates (G) in Bqm~ ,s~ l. In short, the Ibllowinf. 
soil parameters are needed in the model calculations: permeability (*), partition 
corrected porosity (0). bulk diffusion constant (D). and radon generation rair 
(G). (2) The present situation is not exactly ideal for model verification purposes 
since some of the parameters are distributed over a wide range of values (*) or 
have only been measured for the top part of the soil (p»» ande). Because of these 
limitations, it is necessary to pursue a line of attack aimed to demonstrate if ex-
perimental results agree with model calculations based on soil parameters that are 
'reasonable', yet not necessarily equal to the mean values of the measurements. 
(3) The multidimensional nature of the involved parameter-spare and the com-
putational requirements in each field calculation make it necessary to limit the 
model calculations to selected combinations of parameters. The primary purpose 
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figure 8. Measured emanation rates (E) from 81 soil samples; [Fro91J. 
of this section is to identify such combinations. 
The geological characterization provides an important means for simplifying the 
parametric description of the soil. The analysis of soil samples showed that the 
top 40-50 cm of the soil was mainly sandy soil with organic matters whereas the 
region from 50 to 200 cm was dominated by (sandy) moraine clay deposits. We 
therefore divide the computational plane into two layers and provide the model 
with characteristic parameters for each of these13. 
Three sets of permeabilities are used in the model calculations: Kl, K2, and K3. 
In the first set we assume the permeability of each layer to equal the median value 
of the permeability measurements; 4 * • 10~12 m2 (0-50 cm) and 1.5-10"12 m2 
(50-200 cm), respectively. In K2 we use maximum values of the measurements 
within each layer; 1.4 • 10~ n m2 and 3.7 • 10~12 m2, respectively. In the final set, 
we assume the permeability to be the same for both layers and that the value 
equals the highest of the measurements; 1.4 • 10~n m2. 
Two emanation rate profiles are used: El and E2. In the first profile, we use 
a constant value (for both layers) equal to the average of the measured radon 
emanation rates: E = 9.7 ato:a&kg_1 s - 1 . In E2, we assume that the emanation 
rate takes the linear profile found in the regression analysis of the enanation 
rate measurements: E = az + b, where a= -4.6 atoms kg - 1 s _ 1 m - 1 , b= 14.1 
atoms kg"' s"1, and z is the depth in m. 
The remaining (basic) model parameters can not be selected independently of 
each other since they depend on soil density, porosity, and moisture contem. For 
consistency, we therefore calculate values of 0, D, and G/(\E) from given values 
oi pwl, €, and W. The expressions for the derived model parameters are repeated 
here for completeness: 
Pw 
l3In addition, separate parameters are assigned to the gravel layer located below the membrane. 
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We estimate the effective diffusion constant (D'e) from the empirical expression 
found by Rogers and Nielson; [Rog91B]: 
D'e = D0€ exp(-6m( - 6m14') (82) 
where D0 is the diffusion constant of radon in free air (app. 1.1 • 10-5 m2s_1). 
Table 4- Characteristic properties for Danish roraine sand and moraine clay; 
[Har84j- pg and pWa <m grain and (wet) soil d*'.sities, respectively. 
Moraine pg pw, t ttt. W Clay frac. 
type gcm~3 g cm"3 - % % (mass) 
sand 2.65 - 2.7 2.2 - 2.3 0.17 - 0.29 0.0 - 0.29 0 - 13 <10 - 15 
clay 2.67-2.73 2.1-2.3 0.23-0.33 0.19-0.33 9-14 20-25 
Table 5. Soil parameters calculated from given values of pws, W, and i. The top 
part of the table defines the parameter sets named: Si, S2, and S3. The bottom 
part shows the sensitivity of the modelling parameters to changes in pws, W, on. 
L=0.3. 
ID 
SI 
S2 
S3 
Pws 
w 
i 
Pws 
(a) 
1.36 
1.36 
2.20 
1.09 
1.36 
1.63 
1.36 
1.36 
1.36 
1.36 
1.36 
1.36 
W 
-
0.114 
0.114 
0.114 
0.114 
0.114 
0.114 
0.091 
0.114 
0.136 
0.114 
0.114 
0.114 
i 
-
0.53 
0.28 
0.28 
0.53 
0.53 
0.53 
0.53 
0.53 
0.53 
0.42 
0.53 
0.64 
m 
-
0.29 
0.55 
0.90 
023 
0.29 
0.35 
0.23 
0.29 
0.35 
0.37 
0.29 
0.24 
0 
-
042 
0.17 
0.10 
0.44 
0.42 
0.40 
0.44 
0.42 
0.40 
0.32 
0.42 
0.53 
D'< 
(b) 
2.30 
0.67 
0.01 
2.77 
2.30 
1.91 
2.77 
2.30 
1.92 
1.81 
2.30 
2.76 
D 
(b) 
0.97 
0.12 
0.001 
1.23 
0.97 
0.76 
1.23 
0.97 
0.77 
0.57 
0.97 
1.46 
A 
(c) 
2.27 
4.30 
6.96 
1.82 
2.27 
2.72 
2.33 
2.27 
2.22 
2.84 
2.27 
1.89 
XE 
(c) 
2.86 
7.03 
18.66 
2.18 
2.86 
3.61 
2.79 
2.86 
2.93 
3.82 
2.86 
2.28 
Ptol 
(a) 
2.56 
1.67 
2.71 
2.05 
2.56 
3.07 
2.63 
2.56 
2.50 
2.09 
2.56 
3.31 
U 
m 
1.05 
0.57 
0.08 
1.15 
1.05 
0.95 
1.15 
1.05 
0.96 
0.93 
1.05 
1.15 
(a) gem"3; (b) 10"6 m 2 s - 1 ; (c) Bqm" 3 per atoms k g - ' s -
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We use three sets of basic soil parameters: SI, S2, and S3. In Si, we use 
the measured (average) values of porosity and density of soil-investigation B: 
p«,,=1.36 gem - 3 and «=0.53. In S3, we use literature values (table 4) for den-
sity and porosity characteristic for moraine clay14: ptt,j=2.2 g e m - 3 and e=0.28. 
In S2, we apply the value of soil density found in soil investigation B (1.36 gem'3) 
and the porosity of 0-28. In ail il.ree sets, we use the value of water content of 
11.4 % that was measured in soil investigation A. The three sets have been selected 
for the following reasons: Si is a straightforward choice since it simply represents 
mean values of the measured parameters. However, the measurements come from 
the top 35 cm which is not necessarily representative for the bottom part of the 
soil. In fart, the geological characterization showed a clear difference between the 
region from 0 to 40-50 cm and the region from 50 to 200 cm. S3 has been selected 
as a possible substitute for soil parameters of the bottom layer which is dominated 
by moraine clay deposits. The justification for S2 is that it produces physical soil 
parameters that are in between the two other sets. Table 5 lists the three sets of 
the primary parameters (i.e. pws, W, and i) and the subsequent values for m. p, 
D'e, D, relative radon generation rates, diffusion length (L<t) and density of the 
solid part of the so'l (p,„i). The latter is obtained as: 
1 - w 
p3oi = -rz—pu» ^83' 
If the soil is without organic matter, we would expect that paoi approximately 
equals the density of the soil grains, which has a fairly constant value for a wide 
range of soils (app. 2.7 gem - 3) . 
It can be seen from the table, that the three sets of parameters cover a wide 
range of physical situations. The water saturation (m) is 29 % for Si, 55 % for 
S2, and 90 % for S3. The diffusion length ranges from 8 cm for S3 to 1 m for Si. 
The relative generation rate vary by a factor of 6.5. Given a constant emanation 
rate of 9.7 atoms kg - 1 s - 1 , we have that Si. S2, and S3 predict deep-soil radon 
concentrations: c0,,o = G'/X of 28, 68, and 181 kBqm - 3 , respectively. 
The bottom part of table 5 illustrates the sensitivity of the derived parameters 
to changes in pu.s, W, and i: The primary parameters are changed in turn by 
±20 % from the values of SI. If we rank the parameters based on their impact 
on the relative radon generation rate (G'/(XE)) and the diffusion length (Lj), we 
see that the porosity and the soil-density are (slightly) more important than the 
water content. Notice, that the calculated density for the solid part of the soil 
exceeds 2.7 gem - 3 for those of the calculations where porosity or soil density are 
set to maximum values. 
In summary, we have identified the following sets of parameters: Kl, K2, and 
K3 for permeability. El and E2 for emanation rate, and SI. S2. and S3 for the 
remaining (basic) soil parameters. Table 6 lists the selected combinations of pa-
rameters for which model calculations have been performed. The calculations of 
pressure couplings (and soil-gas flows) are named Prl. Pr2, and Pr3 corresponding 
to Kl, K2, and K3, respectively. The model calculations of radon concentration 
fields under diffusive conditions are named Dil to Di5. Dil represents the most 
important of the combinations since it is simply based on mean values of the 
measured parameters. In Di2 to Di4 the hypothetical values for the basic soil pa-
rameters (S2 and S3) are assigned to the bottom layer whereas SI is unchanged 
for the top layer. In Di5 both layers are assigned the basic soil parameters of 
S2, which provides a means of reference for comparisons with Dil that also has 
homogeneous soil parameters. The model calculations of the radon concentration 
14It can be discussed if such a thing exists as 'typical moraine clay'. Firstly, moraine deposits 
are (per definition) inhomogeneous. Secondly, the properties depend on the degree of compaction 
of the soil, and finally, cracks might exist in moraine clays as discussed in [Fred90j. 
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Table 6. List of model calcvlt ons. 
ID 
Prl 
Pr2 
Pr3 
Dil 
Di2 
Di3 
Di4 
Di5 
Adl 
Ad2 
Ad3 
Ad4 
Ad5 
Job file 
Rn2.1100 
Rn2.1101 
Rn2.1102 
Rn2.1110 
Rn2.1115 
Rn2.1117 
Rn2.1116 
Rn2.1111 
Rn2.1124 
Rn2.1122 
Rn2.1125 
Rn2.1123 
Rn2.1120 
Type 
Soil gas 
-
-
Diff. 
-
-
-
-
Advec. 
-
-
-
-
Perm. 
Kl 
K2 
K3 
(K2) 
(K2) 
(K2) 
(K2) 
(K2) 
Eman. 
El 
El 
E2 
E2 
El 
El 
El 
E2 
E2 
El 
Basic soilpar. 
0-50cm 
Si 
SI 
SI 
SI 
S2 
SI 
SI 
SI 
SI 
S2 
50-200cm 
SI 
S2 
S2 
S3 
S2 
SI 
S2 
S2 
S3 
S2 
fields under advective conditions are named Adl to Ad5. These calculations are 
based on the same parameters as Dil to Di5 except for the imposed flowfield of 
soil gas. As indicated in the table we have based the flow field calculations on 
the permeabilities defined in K2. However, we have adjusted the depressurization 
applied in the model calculations such that the entry of soil gas into the cylinder 
equals that of the experimental situation (i.e. 5.2 I min"1). 
All model calculations are based on a dynamic viscosity of /*=18 • 10"6 Pa s. 
and an Ostwald constant of: £=0.30. The gravel layer is assumed to be without 
moisture, and to have a porosity («) of 0.5 and a bulk diffusion constant (D) of 
5 • 10"6 m 2 s - 1 . The permeability of the gravel was measured in the laboratory to 
be 4 10 - 9 m2. 
4.4 Modelling the test structure 
In this section we present details connected to the application of the two-dimensional 
steady-state model described in chapter 3. 
Computational plane 
The physical water table was found to be located in a depth of app. 2 m ([Dam91]) 
and the computational plane therefore extends 2 m in the vertical direction. In the 
horizontal direction the computational plane is cut-off at 10 m from the center 
of the structure. Extending the plane fi her was found to have no significant 
influence on any of the reported results. 
The model is applied in circular coordinates and the 'model structure' (centered 
at the z-axis) is forced to take a circular shape. Horizontal distances therefore have 
to be scaled appropriately. We select the scaling parameter such that the area of 
the gravel layer is the same for the physical and the model structure. The basis 
for this selection is that it provides the best possible estimate of the soil-gas entry 
rate into the structure. The cost is that the field is slightly deformed15. In general. 
ISAn alternative mapping criteria is to set the radius of the model structure equal to the half 
side length of the physical structure. 
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a quadratic region (say, the grave! layer) with a side length of 6, is mapped onto 
a circular region of radius r, where: 
such that the areas of the two regions are the same. The radius of the 'model 
gravel layer" is hence taken to be 1.6 m jyJH ~ 0.90 m. The radius of the model 
excavation is calculated in a similar fashion. However, the walls of the excavation 
are not vertical (see figure 5), and we therefore calculate the radius based on the 
mean side length16 of 2.24 m: r = 2.24 m (ypH ~ 1.26 m. For consistency, we map 
the horizontal locations of the soil probes using the same scaling parameter. 
The model calculations are conducted with a grid of 3024 nodes. The distribu-
tion of nodes was optimized through a series of subsequent grid refinements. The 
results obtained with the (standard) 3024-node grid have been compared with 
those obtained with a much larger grid of 9520 nodes. For the pressure and radon 
field calculations all primary output variables (fluxes at boundaries and radon 
concentrations within the cylinder) differed by less that 0-1 %• The calculated 
field values at probe locations as found by a simple bilinear interpolation function 
(from field values at neighboring nodes) typically differed less than 2 %. 
Boundary conditions 
The following boundary conditions are used in the calculations: In the pressure 
field calculation we assume the interior of the cylinder to take a specified value 
depending on the experiment (e.g. -13 Pa). The pressure at the atmospheric surface 
is set to 0 Pa. For the radon field calculation, we assume the radon concentration 
at the atmospheric surface to be zero Bqm - 3 . In the cylinder, we assume that 
radon accumulates according to the following simple mass-balance equation: 
J = {WcVi + Q)ccyi (85) 
where 
Q = soil-gas flow through the cylinder, m 3 s - 1 
J = radon entry rate into the cylinder. Bqs - 1 
Vcyi = volume of cylinder, 0.040 m3 
ccyi = radon concentration of the cylinder. Bqm - 3 
ccyi and J are found iteratively as part of the normal solution procedure applied 
to the computational nodes located in the soil. We assume Neumann (i.e no-flow) 
conditions for all other boundaries. 
Modelling input 
The input parameters are defined in table 6. Appendix A contains a sample job-file 
used in the radon field calculation named Adl. 
Modelling output 
We calculate fluxes of soil gas and radon at all boundaries, including entry rates 
into the cylinder. Field values at the 19 probe locations are calculated with a 
bilinear interpolation technique: from the nearest four nodes of the computational 
plane; [Pres89]. Appendix C includes tables of computed field values for the 19 
probe locations for all model calculations. 
lfiThe top and bottom »id«" length measures are 2.40 m ant* 1 18 m. respectively. In its present 
form, the model cannot treat boundaries that are not horizon w or vertical. 
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Computed fields 
Figures 9 to 13 show the computed fields of model calculation Pr3. Dil, and Adl. 
Figure 9 shows the flowfield as calculated in Pr3. Air enters the soil at the at-
mospheric surface and is drawn through the soil, the highly permeable gravel layer 
and finally into the depressurized cylinder. The flow is not distributed uniformly 
over the gravel layer. In fact, the figure indicates that the small region of soil 
extending from the gravel layer and to the edge of the membrane (i.e. where the 
footer of a real bouse would be) is a critical region since most soil-gas enters here. 
The corresponding pressure field of the same calculation is shown in figure 10. 
The depressurixation of the cylinder is set to -100 Pa relative to the atmospheric 
surface where p=0 Pa. The figure shows that the pressure loss over the gravel layer 
is small (but not negligible) compared with that over the soil. 
Figure 11 shows the radon concentration field under diffusive conditions a* found 
in Drl. As can be seen, the radon concentration builds up from 0 kBqm~3 at the 
atmospheric surface towards the level of saturation (COB=28 kBqm~3). The figure 
also shows that the concentration below the center of the membrane is slightly 
higher than in the region of the same depth located directly below the atmospheric 
surface. Figure 12 shows the corresponding radon field with an imposed flow of soil 
gas (Adl). The figure shows that forcing radon-free air into the ground depletes 
the vicinity of the structure of radon. Figure 13 shows the degree of depletion as 
calculated from equation 81 and Dil and Adl. 
4.5 Comparison of experimental and modelling 
results 
This section contains the comparison between the experimental results named 
PrO. DiO. and AdO. and the model calculations: PrI to Pr3. Dl to D5. and Adl 
to Add. The following aspects will be investigated: 
• Soil-gas flow resistance 
• Pressure couplings of soil probes: Prl-Pr3 vs. PrO 
• Radon cone, in the probes under diffusive conditions: Drl-Dro vs. DiO 
• Radon cone, in the probes under advective conditions: Adl-Ad5 vs. AdO 
• Degree of depletion of radon of the probes: Dil/Adl-Di5/Ad5 vs. DiO/AdO 
For each of the field comparisons, we state coefficients of correlation (r) and re-
gression (a and 6) found by linear (or logarithmic) regression analyses based on 
calculated and measured field values at the 19 probe locations. For example, for 
the radon concentrations fields we obtain a regression line of the form: 
cp = arm+b (86) 
where cp and cm represent predicted (i.e. calculated) and measured radon con-
centrations. respectively17. We also state the average prediction-to-measurement 
ratio: 
where A* is the number of probes (i.e. 19. unless otherwise specified). 
''All regression analyses are unweighted: i.e. observed variations of measured values are 
neglected. 
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0 0 
0.0 1.0 
Figure 9. Streamlines (Pr3). 
0.0 1.0 
Figure 10. Pressure field (Pr3) 
Soil-gas entry rates 
Table 7 lists the calculated values of soil-gas flow resistances (Ap/Q) and the 
equivalent soil-gas entry rates at 10 Pa depressurization. Compared with the mea-
sured values of 1.2 • 10s to 1.5 • 10s Pasm"3 (i.e. 5.2 to 4.1 fmin"1 at 10 Pa), we 
see that the model underestimates the entry of soil gas considerably. For example, 
based on the regional medians of the measured permeabilities (Prl), the calcu-
lated soil-gas entry rate is underestimated by more than an order of magnitude. 
The best agreement is obtained for Pr3 where the permeabilities for the top and 
bottom regions are assumed to be equal to the overall maximum of the measured 
values (1.4 • 10~n m3); Pr3 gives a soil-gas entry rate that is app. 50 % lower than 
the measured value. 
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0.0 1.0 2-0 3 0 
Figure 11. Radon concentration fieid under diffusive conditions (Dil). 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 
Figure 12. Radon concentration field under advective conditions (Adl). 
Table 7. Flow resistances and entry rates (Q). 
ID Flow resistance Q at 10 Pa Remark 
Pasm~J tm\ti~l 
Prl 1.9 106 
Pr2 7-7-10s 
Pr3 2.5 • 10s 
0.32 
0.78 
2.41 
Kl (regional medians) 
K2 (regional maxima) 
K3 (overall maximum) 
Pressure couplings 
Figure 14 shows the measured and calculated pressure couplings for the 19 .soil 
probes. It is seen, that there is a good overall agreement between measurements 
and modelling results. However, some discrepancies are observed. For example, the 
pressure couplings of the membrane probes: M2. M3, and M5 are underestimated 
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Ftamre IS. Radon depletion field calculated from equation 81 (Dil and Adl). 
in all three model calculations. The pressure couplings of most of the probes lo-
cated on the sides of the structure tend to be underestimated by Prl and Pr2 but 
overestimated in Pr3. Results of linear regression analyses are shown in table 8 on 
page 39. Since the pressure couplings are either relatively high (>70 %) or rela-
tively low (<20 %). we conduct the regression analyses based on the logarithm of 
the pressure couplings. The correlation coefficients of the three model calculations 
are larger than 0.95, and the average prediction-to-nieasurement ratios range from 
0.9±0.2 for Pr2 to 1 5 ± 0 3 for Pr3. 
D i l to Di5 versus DM) 
The top part of figure 15 shows the calculated radon concentrations of Dil plotted 
versus the corresponding measurements (DiO). The linear regression analysis gives 
'hat the correlation is highly significant (r=0-91 and a=0.31±0.03) which indicates 
that the radon concentration profile under diffusive conditions is well described 
by the model. However, a large discrepancy exists between the absolute values 
of the calculated and measured radon concentrations: the average prediction-to-
measurement ratio amounts to 0-39±0.02. Obviously, one or more of the soil pa-
rameters in Dil related to the radon generation rate are incorrect. The parameters 
applied in Dil predict a maximum radon concentration of c « = 28 kBqm~3 (see 
table 5), whereas the measured radon concentrations for the deepest probes are 
at the order of 60 kBqm~3. The radon generation depends on emanation rate 
(E), moisture content (W). porosity (r), and soil density (pm,)- As discussed pre-
viously, we only have measured values for porosity and soil density for the top 
85 cm of the soil, and the observed discrepancy therefore might be explained as 
a systematic error introduced because the measured values for porosity and soil 
density are wrongly assumed to represent the entire soil region. 
The top part of figure 16 shows the calculated radon concentrations of Di2 
versus those of the measurements (DiO). Di2 is based on the same soil parameters 
a* Dil except for the bottom layer (50-200 cm) where the parameters: D. G, and 0 
are calculated from a hypothetical porosity of 0.28 (S2. see table 5). The average 
prediction-to-measurement ratio for the comparison of Di2 versus DiO amounts 
to 0.82±0.08. which demonstrates that the agreement between calculations and 
measurements also might be extended to the absolute scale: the linear regression 
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Probes 
Figure 14. Pressure couplings measured (PrO) and calculated (Prl. Prt. and PrS) 
for the 19 probes. The mdtcated uncertainties of the measurements are obserred 
standard errors based on 3 to 5 measurements conducted at different times or with 
different tapes of pressure gauges. 
analysis of Di2 versus DiO gives a correlation coefiicient of 0.92 and a regression 
coefiicient of o= 1.27±0.1. 
The difference between the parameters used in Di2 and Di3 is that Di2 is based 
on a constant emanation rate (El) whereas Di3 is based on a linear profile (E2). 
It is seen from table 8. that these model calculations are quite insensitive to the 
choice of emanation profile. 
In model calculation DM. we have assumed the values for porosity and density 
for the region below 50 cm to equal typical values for moraine clay (S3): see table 4. 
This affects the relative radon generation rate and the diffusion constant consid-
erably. The corresponding radon generation rate gives radon concentration.*! of 
the deepest probes of app. 180 kBqm"3. which is much higher than the measured 
values (APMR=2.7±0.5). Moreover, the correlation coefiicient between calculated 
and measured values is only 0.50. 
Model calculation DiS is based on homogeneous soil parameters equal to thosr 
specified in the parameter set named S2. It is seen from table 8 that the calculated 
radon concentrations are larger than the measured values (APMR=1.3±0.08) and 
that the correlation coefficient amounts to 0.80-
Adl to AdS versus AdO 
The mid part of figure 15 shows the calculated radon concentrations of Adl ver-
sus the measured values (AdO). It is observed, that the points are somewhat more 
scattered compared with the situation for the diffusion dominated field (Dil vs. 
DiO). which is reflected in a lower correlation coefficient of r=0.81. Relative to the 
regression line, the main outliers are M2, M3. and M5 where the radon concentra-
tions are overestimated and N3 where the radoit concentration is underestimated. 
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Figun 15. Model calculations: LH1. Adl, and Depl. 1 versus measurements. 
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ire 16. Model calculations: DiS. Ad'J, and Dr.pl. 9. versus measurement*. 
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Taokt. Hmm results af maétl umrimtnt cmnmnsomj based on field waluts for 19 
probe latmhons. APMR a the auemot predtctim-te^measurement rate* dt/EM«! m 
•fMfia* #7. r uthe correbåhon coefficient, and a omib an i ipujiw coe&ctents. 
DepL lis the tmkulated a iyuj of depletion from Dil mad Adl, etc.. 
ID 
Prl 
Pr2 
Pr3 
Dil 
Di2 
Di3 
DM 
Di5 
Adl 
Ad2 
Ad3 
Ad4 
AdS 
Depl. 1 
Depl. 2 
Depl. 3 
Depl. 4 
DepJ. 5-
r 
0.95 
095 
096 
0.91 
0.92 
0.91 
0.50 
0.80 
081 
0-76 
0.79 
0.74 
0.79 
0.79 
0.54 
0.69 
0.40 
0.57 
a 
094 ±007 
0.98*0.08 
0.74*0.06 
031*003 
1.27*0.1 
0.97*0.1 
2.5*1 
0.67*0.1 
0.25*0.04 
681*02 
0.63*0.1 
1.8*0.4 
0.90*0.2 
0.54*0.1 
0.48*2 
0.54*0.1 
0.38*0.2 
0.57*0.2 
b 
0.00*0.1 
-01*0.1 
0.36±01 
2-8*1 
-15*6 
-7.9*5 
9*43 
22*5 
4.5*1 
1.4*5 
2.5*4 
-1.2*12 
4.1*5 
0.11*0.05 
0.29*0.1 
0.25*0.07 
0.42*0.1 
0.29*0.1 
APMR 
1.0*0-2 
0.9*0-2 
1-5*0.3 
0.39*0.02 
0.82*0.« 
0.74*0.06 
2-7*0.5 
1.3*0.08 
053*006 
081*02 
0.73*0.1 
1.6*0.4 
1.0*0.2 
0 91*009 
1.45*0.2 
1.4*0.2 
1.6*03 
1.6*0.2 
Paraawters 
Kl 
K2 
K3 
Si, SI. El 
Sl.S2.El 
Sl.S2.E2 
Sl.S3.E2 
S2.S2.E1 
SI. Si. El. (K2) 
SI. S2. EI. (K2) 
SI. S2. E2. (K2) 
SI. S3. E2. (K2) 
S2. S2. El. (K2) 
se« Dil and Adl 
se* Di2 and Ad2 
secDi3aad Ad3 
see Di4 and Ad4 
see Di5 and Ad5 
TmkU 9. Radon concentrations ond degne of depletion Jer probes located parvist 
summetncaUu around the test structure. Demi. 0 is based on measured radon con-
centrations of DiO and AdO- DepL 1 u based on model calculations Dtl and Adl. 
"75" 575 AdO Depl. 0 Depl. 1 
fcBqm-3 KBqm-J % % 
Wl 27.6*4 7.4*1 73*16 70 
El 22.8*3 5.6*1 75*17 71 
W3 37.0*4 24.4*1 34*10 31 
E3 26.7*3 16.9*1 37*10 31 
W4 20.8*2 14 7*1 30*9 24 
E4 19.2*3 14.8*1 23*14 26 
W6 28.2*3 9.3*1 67*12 61 
E6 23.9*2 4.8*1 80*12 61 
Compared with the situation for the diffusion dominated field, it n seen that most 
points are moved downwards along the regression line. It can be seen from table 8 
that there are only slight differences between the Adl/AdO and Dil/DiO regression 
lines. 
As for the Dil-DiO comparison, a large discrepancy exists between the absolutr 
radon concentrations of Adl relative to those of AdO. which again can be explained 
by an incorrect value for the radon generation rate. Generally, the comments of the 
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prrvam lubaution concerning the inåWnnr of i t* varou* sets of parameter* on 
thr modet calmhtiftaj abe apply to Adl-AdS. The main results of the comparisons 
are found m tabtr 9. 
Dcpi-I to DcpLS versus DtpLO 
Tkr raaapnrisoa between calculated and measured uVgie*^ of radon depletion is 
important for two reasons. Firstly, thr degne of radon drptrtion (defined in equa-
tion f 1) provides a 'normalixrd* measure that is relatively insensitive to thr radon 
feneration rates (absolute magnitude and mhornortne.it irs). Secondly, thr com-
parison rmphaiim thr abibty of thr model to describe thr combined diffusive 
and adwctWc transport of radon, which is a kry thantnt in thr model. 
Table S shows, that thr best correlation between calculated and measured de-
grees of deptrtioas is obtained lor CHI/Adl (Depl. 1) with a linear correlation 
uwhVknt of 0.79 and an average prediction-to-measurement ratio of 0.91 iOW. 
Thr other calculations have correlation cornVirnts below 0-69. and APMR's above 
1.4S±0.2. 
Tlw bottom part of figure IS shows that the model calculations Dil/Adl predict 
thr dephtion of most probes fakir wett- However, some outbrrs exist. For example, 
it is seen that thr model underestimates the drptrtion of the probes located below 
tbr mtmbrane (especially: M2. M4. and M5I. This indicates that more soil gas 
pass through this region than calculated from the soil-gas model. It b likely, that 
this discrepancy might be explained by mbomogeneitirs in the permeabilities not 
captured in the simp*- two-layer model. Not ire. that it was found previously, that 
the model imderestimated the pressure couplings to these probes. 
As mentioned in section 4.1. some probes are located pan-wise symmetrically 
on the sides of the test structure. The results obtained Cor these probes deserve 
special attention since they provide the highest quality of data and might indi-
cate possibir soil ishomogeneitirs- Table 9 Ibis the results of the four pairs where 
radon measurements have been made: Wl/El . W3/E3. W4/E4. and W6/E6. Thr 
tabtr shows, that there b good agreement within rath pair, however in all but 
one casr. the radon concentrations are higher for thr west probes compared with 
those probes located on thr rast sidr: thr exception is for W4/E4 under adverttvr 
conditions whrrr thr measured radon concentrations are virtually equal. For the 
four sets of probes (under diffusive or advertive conditions) we find that thr east 
probes have radon concentrations that arr 21 ±5 % lower than those of the mrrr-
sponding west probes. The indicate* the degree of inhomogrneity: for example the 
radon generation rate of the west side might be higher than that of the rast side. 
TaMr 9 shows that the observed and ralru'aled drgrers of depletion are in very-
good agree ment. For rxampk*. thr model predict* the probe location at VY3/F.3 
to be 31 % depleted, which is in excellent agreement with thr measured value* 
of 34±10 % and 37±10 %. respectively The results presented in table 9 provide 
a strong indication that the model in fart describes the combined diffusive and 
advertive transport quite well. 
4.6 Discussion 
The purpose of the following is lo bring attention to some of the limitation* of 
this verification exercise and lo sum up conclusion*. 
Limitations 
The amount of soil parameters available for thr exercise present one limitation. For 
example, porosity and .iensity havr only hern measured for the lop 85 rm of the 
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soil. These values are not necessarily representative for the bottom part of the soil 
since the geological characterization showed a pronounced difference between soil 
types for the top and bottom regions. With better estimates for these parameters, 
the discrepancy between calculated and measured radon cr-centratir>ns might net 
have existed. 
The experimental work is limited in size with only three steady-state experi-
ments. For example, ;t would have been of interest to repeat the reported experi-
ments under winter time conditions or to conduct experiments with the cylinder 
being pressurized (i.e. reversed flow). Such experiments might have been con-
duct 1 if the membrane of the excavation had not been partly removed for visual 
inspection after completion of the final experiment (30 August 91). On that occa-
sion it was discovered that the layer of bentonite located between the membrane 
and the soil was partly cracked. The bentonite was simply dried out during the 
summer, and roots from the top vegetation had found their ways along the mem-
brane. Since cracking of the bentonite represents potential danger of air leakage 
from the atmosphere along the membrane to the gravel layer this situation would 
seriously conflict the basic design goal of the test structure as 'simple and well-
defined'. There are good reasons to belive that the data presented in this report 
have not been influenced by the cracking of the bentonite layer. Firstly, the flow 
resistance was virtually unchanged from the April 9 to July 25; the day after 
the final experiment with imposed flow (Ad3) was stopped. Thus, from July 26 
to August 30. the test structure was operated only in diffusive mode' (DiO). An 
attempt was made to reestablish the bentonite layer, but a new measurement of 
the flow resistance showed that the visual inspection of the recovered membrane 
etc. had lowered the flow resistance by a factor of 2.6: the structure now had a 
leak along the soil-membrane interface. Finally, it is of interest to notice that the 
physical flow of soil g.'.s from the 'deep' soil to the gravel apparently is larger for 
the physical structure than predicted in the model calculations18. For example, 
the pressure coupling to the probes located below the membrane are larger than 
those of the model calculations These probes are also more depleted for radon 
than predicted from the model calculations. 
The model calculations are limited in the sense that the model is two-dimensi-
onal and that it is therefore necessary to treat the square-formed test structure as 
being circular. Furthermore, the model is not capable of simulating the inclined 
wall of the test structure excavation. These limitations might have changed the 
calculated field values at physical probe locations. However, only those of the 
probes located close to the excavation wall are likely to have been affected. 
Conclusion 
The main question of this verification exercise is if the model calculations based 
on the measured set of parameters match (or mismatch) the experimental results 
such that we may conclude the model to be right (or wrong). Because of the lim-
itations related to the soil characterization (described above) it is not possible to 
answer this question firmly. However, there ore elements of the model-experiment 
comparison that strongly suggest the model to be right. First of all, the model 
predicted the pressure couplings of most soil probes fairly well; Prl, Pr2, and Pr3. 
Secondly, the radon concentration profiles under diffusive and advective condi-
tions were also correctly described by the model; Dil and Adl. The best support, 
however, is found in the comparison of measured and calculated degrees of radon 
depletion. This test suppresses inhomogeneities related to the radon generation 
rate (and its absolute value) and emphasizes the ability of the model to describe 
18Leakage along the membrane would cause an opposite effect. 
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the combined diffusive and advective transport of radon in the soil. Again, there 
is good agreement for most probe locations; Dil and Adl (i.e. Depl. 1). 
In contrast to the abovementioned, there is also evidence of discrepancies be-
tween experimental results and model calculations. However, we claim that these 
mainly can be explained in terms of soil inhomogeneities or incomplete mapping 
of some of the soil parameters. For example, the overall discrepancy between mea-
sured and calculated radon concentrations (Dil and Adl) are clearly due to an 
incorrect value for the radon generation rate that rely on the four measured pa-
rameters: radon emanation rate, soil porosity, density and moisture content. A 
discrepancy of more concern, is the underestimation of the soil-gas entry rate into 
the cylinder for a given depressurization. Even if the soil is assumed to be homo-
geneous and to have a permeability equal to the highest of the measured values 
(1.4 • 10~ n m2) the calculated flow resistance is still off by a factor of two. To this 
end, we add the observations that the pressure couphngs and the degree of radon 
depletion of the probes located below the membrane were found to be higher in 
the experimental situation than in the model calculation. All of this indicate that 
more soil gas passes through the center part of the soil (below the gravel) than 
calculated from the measured permeabilities. It is likely that part of the discrep-
ancy is to due to inhomogeneities of the soil not captured in the permeability 
n oasurements and the two-layer model calculations. For example, visual inspec-
tion of the subsoil made during the construction phase of the structure showed 
'pockets' of highly permeable sand or gravel at various locations in the soil. How-
ever, whether such deposits could dominate the soil-gas flow remains unsolved in 
this investigation. 
It is important to bring in mind, that this verification exercise was conducted 
under field conditions typical for Danish surface geology. The type of soils found 
here are normally far from homogeneous and verification und A such circumstances 
appears to be important given that the framework of n.* .hematical models and 
site characterization techniques of the type presented herein are to be applied for 
any predictive, diagnostic or mitigative purposes related to the entry of soil-gas 
pollutants into houses. 
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5 Modelling entry into houses 
The purpose of this chapter is to use the numerical model of chapter 3 to quantify 
the influence of building and soil related factors on the radon entry rates into real 
houses. The emphasis of the investigation is on slab-on-grade houses since this 
house type is common in Denmark and tends to have higher indoor radon levels 
compared with basement and crawl-space houses. 
The chapter is divided into four sections. Firstly, we outline the background 
and objective of the investigation. Thereafter, we present details regarding the 
application of the numerical model. Finally, in the last two sections we report and 
discuss the findings of the sensitivity analysis. 
5.1 Background 
Various aspects of the entry of radon into houses have previously been studied 
using analytical and numerical methods. Reviews are given in [Lou87], [Naz88B], 
(Nero90], and [Gad91]. In the following, we briefly review that part of the literature 
on which this study has been based and outline the objective of this investigation. 
Previous s tudies 
Dimbylow et al. investigated the steady-state entry of radon through cracks in 
a concrete slab using 2-dimensional finite-difference and finite-element models; 
|WiI85]. [Dim85], [Dim87], [Wri88j. Three cases were considered: a slab with a 
single crack in the center, a slab with a periodic array of cracks, and a bare-soil 
floor. In [Dim85] it was found that for concrete cracked periodically with 1 cm in 
crack width and 50 cm in distance between cracks, the diffusive entry of radon (for 
Ap=0) can be as high as 50 % compared with the entry through a bare-soil floor. 
In [Dim87] and [Wri88) pressure-driven entry was modelled. Values were given 
for the radon concentration gradient at the crack-house interface as a function 
of house depressurization and soil permeability among other parameters. It was 
found, that depressurization of a house can lead to a 15 fold increase in radon entry 
compared with the case where diffusion is the only transport mechanism. However, 
for most combinations of the investigated parameters the effect was much smaller. 
Moreover, it was concluded that because of the low permeability of concrete, the 
sealing of cracks should be an effective remedial measure to reduce indoor radon 
concentrations. However, since the crack width and periodicity were founu to have 
a relative little influence on the radon entry rates, sealing a concrete floor would 
only be effective if all cracks are sealed. 
Mowris modelled the steady-state entry of soil-gas into basement houses using 
a buried drain analogy and a finite-difference model coupled with empirical ex-
pressions for the flow resistance across cracks in the slab: [Mow86]. It was demon-
strated, that the soil resistance dominates over that of the crack for crack widths 
larger than 0.5 mm. 
Loureiro developed a 3-dimensional steady-state finite-difference model, and in-
vestigated the entry of radon into a depressurized basement house located on ho-
moge- JOUS soil: [Lou87], [Lou90]. The main factors of the sensitivity analysis were 
radon source variables, applied house depressurization. soil permeability, width of 
the perimeter crack, bulk diffusion constant, soil porosity, and depth of the water 
table. Loureiro demonstrated that those of the investigated variables that had the 
most dramatic effect on the radon entry rate were the radium concentration of the 
soil, the soil permeability, and the applied house depressurization. It was shown. 
that the entry can be divided into a diffusive and advective component, and that 
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the radon entry rate for sufficiently low permeabilities will be mainly affected by 
source related variables. 
Rogers and Nielson developed and benchmarked a numerical model that incor-
porates steady-state soil-gas and radon transport, and correlation between soil 
parameters; [Rog90j. An output variable called the radon entry efficiency was de-
fined as the indoor radon concentration divided by the area-averaged sub-slab 
radon concentration in the soil pores. The radon entry efficiency was calculated 
for a slab-on-grade house for different soil types and perimeter crack areas. The 
analysis suggested 0.03 % radon entry efficiency for slab-on-grade houses on low 
permeable soils, increasing to 0.1 % for sandy soils. A benchmark test was con-
ducted for one Florida house, and it was found that for a house depressurization of 
1 Pa, the calculated indoor radon concentration was within 30 % of the measured 
value. 
Revzan et a), made a steady-state finite difference model of radon entry into 
basement houses using the same framework as that presented by Loureiro; [Rev90]. 
[Rev91]. A basement house with footer, L-shaped crack, subfloor gravel layer, 
backfill, and alternative entry routes was modelled. The most important of the 
structural factors was found to be the presence or absence of a gravel layer of 
relatively high permeability gravel under the basement slab. For low permeability 
soils, the radon entry rate through the slab-footer crack increased by a factor of 
5 when the gravel was added. The sizes and number of cracks or openings in the 
slab were foun'4. to be relatively unimportant for the radon entry rates as long 
as the overall area of the penetration was small compared with the area of the 
slab and as long as the flow resistance of the openings remained small compared 
with that of the soil. Sof ;as transport due to natural convection (buoyancy) in 
response to the heat loss from the basement was also studied, and it was shown 
to increase the radon entry rate by approximately 40 %. Finally, the modelling 
results were compared with available data from a number of houses in the Spokane 
River Valley. Assuming the soil to be homogeneous and isotropic with permeability 
equal to the mean of the measured values, the predicted radon entry rates were 
22 % of the mean of the observations. 
Objectives 
Most of the above mentioned studies concern basement houses. Since slab-on-grade 
houses are common in Denmark and tend to have higher radon levels compared 
with crawl-space and basement houses. [Sund87j, the main objective of this study 
is: 
• to investigate the influence of building and soil related factors on the entry 
rates into slab-on-grade houses 
• to intercompare entry rates for slab-on-grade and basement houses 
Table 10 outlines the investigated factors. Given the reference configuration stated 
in column three, we change each of the parameters in turn, and observe the impact 
on entry rates of soil gas and radon into the house. 
5.2 Modelling details 
We use the model described in chapter 3, and all assumptions stated there apply-
to the present situation. 
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Table 10. Outline of factors investigated in the sensitivity analysis 
Factors 
Geological factors 
*, m2 
D, m V 
Structural factors 
Slab leakage 
House type 
Gravel layer 
Backfill 
Footer 
House depressurization 
Ap. Pa 
Parameter range 
10-13,io~12, io-n,io-10, io-9 
5•10-' , 10"6, 4•10"6 
3 mm crack or bare soil floor 
Basement or slab-on-grade 
Present or not present 
Present or not present 
30, 60, 90 cm 
-0.1, -5. -10, -20 
Reference 
configuration 
(a) 
10"6 
Crack 
Slab-on-grade 
Present 
Not present 
90 cm 
-5 
(a) No preference permeability is defined. 
Computational plane 
The model is used in circular cylindrical coordinates as in the previous chapter, 
which implies that all house features and soil inhomogeneities must be axial-
symmetric. The computational plane extends 10 m in the vertical direction and 
20 m in the horizontal. 
The idealized slab-on-grade and basement houses are shown in figure 17 and 
figure 18, respectively. The dimensions reflect the general recommendations of the 
Danish building authorities: [Chr69]. [Byg82], [Bal85]. The building shell is divided 
into three regions: slab, wall, and footer. These regions can be assigned individ-
ual properties for permeability and diflusivity. In this investigation the building 
materials are assumed to be virtually soil-gas and radon tight with permeability 
and diflusivity equal to 10~18 m2 and 10~10 m 2 s - 1 , respectively. The internal 
generation of radon within the building materials is set to zero for all calculations. 
The vicinity of the house is divided into three regions: undisturbed soil, subfloor 
gravel layer, and backfill region. Again, each region can be assigned individual 
properties. 
Boundary conditions 
For the soil-gas transport, the disturbance pressure is assumed to equal zero at 
the atmospheric surface and -5 Pa at the indoor side of the crack19 unless oth-
erwise specified. The remaining part of the boundary, including the indoor side 
of the building shell, fulfills no-flow conditions. In the calculation of entry rates 
into houses with bare-soil floor, the inside part of the 'slab' is assigned a con-
stant pressure of -5 Pa20. Similar conditions apply to the radon field. The outdoor 
and indoor radon concentrations are set to zero and the remaining part of the 
boundary fulfills no-flow conditions. In the calculation of entry rates into houses 
with bare-soil floor, the inside part of the 'slab' is assigned a radon concentra-
tion of zero at the indoor side. Setting the indoor radon concentration to zero is 
conceptually incorrect, but causes no significant errors in the calculations of the 
'"The boundary section named: BC.per in figure 3 on page 18. 
'"The boundary section named: BC.cen in figure 3 on page 18. 
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How* imtnioz 
M e m 
T i n 30cm 40cm 
Figure 17. Outhnt of slab-on-grade house. 
Atmospheric surface 
Basement 
Crack 
10cm 
l&cm 
Slab 
» i . . 
Gravel 
Wall 
*-3 mm 
Fooler 
2m 
40cm 
6.18r -*"~1&7 
Figure 18. Outline of basement house. 
radon entr; rates. The approximation is only violated when the entry is mainly 
advective. However, under such circumstances, the indoor compartment is located 
on the down-stream side of the flow causing only minor effects on radon entry 
rates or radon concentrations of the up-stream side. For the cases where diffusion 
dominates, the indoor radon concentrations are in fart low and the approximation 
holds. 
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Modelling transport through the crack 
Modelling of the transport through the crack is an implicit part of this model 
since the computational grid covers the building shell and the crack region. In the 
model of Loureiro, the transport within the crack was treated separately using 
exact (analytical) solutions of the transport problems. 
The flow resistance of a straight-through crack is described empirically and 
theoretically in [Bak87] by the following expression: 
Ape = AQ + BQ2 (88) 
where Q is the soil-gas flow rate through the crack and Apc is the pressure drop 
across the crack. The A a>A B coefficients for an infinitely long and straight-
through crack are given as: 
* - 1$ 
» - s * <*» 
where C is a geometric factor here equal to 1.4. p is the dynamic viscosity, and 
pm is the density of air. T. d. and h are length, width, and height of the crack, 
respectively. In this chapter, the highest flow rate for an indoor-outdoor pressure 
difference of 5 Pa is of the order of 6 • 10"3 m 3s - 1 distributed over a length of 
38.8 m (~ 27T - 6.18 m). Thus, the maximum pressure drop across the crack is 
0.13 Pa or less than 0.3 % of the total indoor-outdoor pressure difference. Ne-
glecting the non-linear part of the crack resistance introduces an error of less than 
2 • 10~3 Pa. In this model, we adopt only the linear part of the crack flow resistance 
(B=0) because it eases the modelling efforts considerably. The calculated soil-gas 
and radon entry rates are insensitive to the errors introduced because of this, and 
the choice of a crack thickness of exactly 3 mm is anyway rather arbitrary. Hence. 
we simulate the crack resistance by assigning the computational crack region a 
permeability, kc. such that for a given entry rate of soil gas we obtain the same 
pressure drop across the crack as given in equation 88. Combining Darcy's law 
and equation 88 with B = 0 gives: 
Qerack ~ QDarcy ^ 
Apc „*r Apf 
A (in 
kc 
d2 
ke = 7.5 1 0 - V 
where T=388 m. d=3 mm, and h=0.1 m. A series of model calculations have 
been investigated in detail to verify the presented method. It was found that 
the pressure drop across the crack agreed within 0.1 % compared with that of 
equation 88. 
The radon transport through the crack is treated in a similar fashion by as-
signing the crack region appropriate transport parameters and verify that the 
calculated fields agree with the analytical solution presented in (Col81]. For the 
radon transport the region is assigned a diffusion constant equal to that of radon 
in free air: D„ack = 1-2 • 10 -5 m 2 s - 1 . The porosity is set to unity. 
Reference configuration 
The reference configuration is defined as a 120 m2 (radius=618 m) slab-on-grade 
house with building materials that are soil-gas and radon tight except for a 3 mm 
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10 "" 10 -** 10 -" 10 " 10 
k [m*] 
Figure 19. Geological factors and slab type: Normalized radon entry rate vs. per-
meability and difftishity for a 'slab-on-grade' house with a perimeter crack (solid 
lines) or bare-soil floor (dashed lines). 
perimeter crack at the slab-wall joint: see figure 17. Such a perimeter crack is 
likely to exist in a real house because the foundation and the slab are poured 
separately. The building materials are without internal radon sources. The house 
is depressurized 5 Pa relative to the atmosphere and il;e soil is assumed to be 
homogeneous and dry (m=0) with porosity (<) and bulk diffusivity (D) equal to 
0.5 and 10 - 6 m 2 s - 1 , respectively. The radon generation rate (G) is arbitrarily set 
to Acoo, where Coo=l Bqm - 3 . We have not included any reference value for the 
permeability of the soil. The house footer extends 90 cm below the atmospheric 
surface, and the 'backfill region' is filled with ordinary soil. A 15 cm capillary 
breaking layer of gravel of permeability equal to 5 • 10 - 9 m2 is located below the 
slab. Other parameters of the gravel layer are equal to those of the undisturbed 
soil. The calculations are based on a dynamic viscosity (/i) of 18.3 • 10~6 Pa s. 
5.3 Sensitivity analysis 
The sensitivity analysis is simply based on calculations of soil-gas and radon entry 
rates for a number of selected configurations as outlined in table 10. Because of 
the importance of the soil permeability, k, we have organized the analysis such, 
that all other factors are investigated in combination with changes in the perme-
ability. For each configuration, we report the soil-gas and normalized radon entry 
rates, Q (m 3s - 1) and J„ (m 3 s - 1 ) , and where meaningful, the normalized radon 
concentration at the soil-crack interface. c„ {•)• Jn and c„ are normalized with 
respect to c«. the radon concentration at infinite depth: see page 11: 
J = cxJ„ (91) 
Ccrack = £*Cn ("*) 
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Table 11. Geological factors: perimeter crock. Variation of soil diffasivitj and prr-
meanat 
k 
m2 
io-» 
io-»° 
1 0 - " 
io-» 
io->3 
» • 
Q 
m J s - 1 
4.4-10" 3 
7.7-10"* 
8 7 1 0 s 
8 8 10"* 
8 8 10"T 
D=4 
c« 
-
0.45 
0.71 
0.82 
0.66 
0-59 
1 0 - « m V > 
Jn 
m's"1 
2.0 10"3 
5.5 10"4 
7.2 HT* 
1.2 10~5 
8.5 10"* 
D=\ 
Cn 
-
0.45 
0.73 
0.93 
055 
0.38 
10-« m35-» 
Jn 
m
3s-1 
2.0 10"3 
5.6 10"4 
8.1 10-* 
1.0-10"5 
5.5 10-« 
D=5 
Cn 
-
0.45 
0.73 
0.98 
0.46 
0.06 
1 0 » m V 
Jn 
m1*-1 
2.0 10"3 
5 7 10"4 
8.5 1 0 s 
8.7 10"« 
8.7 10"7 
Table 11 
meabthti 
k 
m* 
1 0 * 
1 0 - io 
i o - » 
1 0 - " 
1(T» 
'. Geological factors: bare-soil floor. Variation of soil diffustvity and per-
1-
Q 
m 3 s ' 
8 2 10"3 
8.2 10"4 
8.2 10"5 
8.2 1 0 « 
8.2 10"7 
D=4-Ur*m3s-1 
Jn 
nVs- ' 
3.2 10"3 
6.6 10"4 
2.8 10"4 
2.5 10"4 
2.5 10~4 
D = 1 1 0 - * m J s - ' 
Jn 
m 3 s - 1 
3.3 10" 3 
6.2 10"4 
1.7-10"4 
1.3 10"4 
1.2- 10-41 
D=b 10-»m=s-1 
Jn 
m 3 s I 
3.3 10"3 
6.1 10"4 
8.2 10-* 
1.4 10"* 
9.0 10"6 
where J a the radon entry rate (Bqs - 1 ) , and c
€rmrk is the radon concentration 
at the soil-crack interface (Bqm~3). Before any other factors are analyzed, it is 
therefore important to observe, that for homogeneous soil the radon entry rate is 
proportional to the radon generation rate of the soil (i.e. cx). 
Geological factors and slab type 
Firstly, we investigate the influence of diffusivity and permeability on the radon 
entry rate into a house with a perimeter crack (reference configuration) or a bare-
soil floor. 
Table 11 shows the results for the house with a perimeter crack. For example, 
if D=10"6 m2s_ Iand Jt=10-11 m2. soil-gas enters the house through the crack 
with a rate of 8.7 -10 - 5 m 3 s _ I . The normalized radon concentration at the soil-
crack interface is 0.93 (i.e. 93 % of c^). and the normalized radon entry rate is 
8.1 • 10"5 m 3 s - ' . Henre. if cx equals 20 kBqm"3. then the entry rate of radon 
would be 1.62 Bqs"1. 
Column two of the table shows, that the soil-gas entry rate increases with the 
permeability. For permeabilities that are low compared with that of the gravel 
layer, the increase is virtually linear. The radon concentration at the crack lakes 
the highest values for fc=10-11 m2. For higher permeabilities, the soil is partly de-
pleted for radon. For example, c„ decreases by app. a factor of 2. if k is enhanced 
from 10 - 1 1 m2 to 10"9 m2. For permeabilities lower than 10" n m2. cn also de-
creases, which is due to the influence of the indoor radon concentration imposed 
at the bottom of the crack. The radon entry rate increases with the permeability. 
For k > 1 0 - n m2, the entry is mainly advective. and J„ equals the product of c„ 
and Q. The table shows that the diffusion constant is of marginal importance for 
the radon entry rate unless A=10"13 m2. where J„ is anyway small. Notice, that 
D is the diffusion constant for the undisturbed soil and the gravel layer21. 
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 If the gravel layer is »»signed an individual diffusion ronstant of 10~A m}»~' . wp obtain 
radon entry rates that are somewhat different from those (tivrn in column 4 and 8 of taWr II 
For a soil diffusiviiy of 4 10" y„= 9 5 10" for *= 10- rn' and ./„ 
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Takle IS. House type: Stab-on-eraée or basement. 
k 
m* 
1 0 » 
10- , 0 
10-" 
1 0 - " 
io-» 
Slab-on-grade 
Q c . Jm 
m ' s - ' m's - 1 
4.4 10"' 0.45 2.0 10"' 
7.7 1 0 * 0.73 5.6 IO"* 
8.7 10"* 0.93 8.1 10"* 
8 8 10"* 055 10 10"* 
8.8 1 0 T 0.38 5.5 10"* 
Basement 
Q c« Jn 
m 3 s - ' - mJ$-' 
4.7 HT3 0.55 2.6 HT3 
8-3 10"* 085 7.1 10"* 
9.3 10"* 0.97 9.0 10"* 
9.4 HT* 0-58 1.1 IO"* 
9.4 1 0 T 0.39 56 10"« 
Table 14- Structual factors: Snbfloor anvet layer. 
k 
ro* 
io-4 
1 0 - io 
io-» 
io-" 
IO" >3 
Gravel 
Q cH Jn 
m's"1 m's"1 
4.4 1 0 ° 0.45 2.0 IO'3 
7.7 10"* 0.73 5.6 10"* 
8.7 10"* 0.93 8.1 HT* 
8-8 10"* 0.55 1.0 10"* 
8 8 10"T 0.38 5.5 10"* 
No gravel 
Q cn Jn 
m3s-» jn's"1 
1.9 10"3 0.55 1.1-10-' 
1.9 1 0 * 0.85 1.7 10"* 
1.9 10"* 0.73 1.9 10"* 
1.9 10"* 0.41 6.1 10"* 
1.9-10"T 0 37 5.2 HT* 
Table 12 shows the results for a house with a bare-soil floor and no gravel 
layer. The house is otherwise as in the reference configuration. Such houses exist 
in Denmark, however the reason why they are included in this investigation is 
mainly because they provide a means of reference regarding a slab that is very 
leaky. and because entry into craw! spaces might be similar in magnitude. The 
table shows that Q is proportional to it as expected since the entire soil volume 
now has the same permeability. For it >10' 1 0 m2. Jn is virtually independent of 
D. but for all other permeabilities D is an important factor. As expected from 
equation 44 on page 11. J„ decreases with the square of the diffusion constant: 
for example, if O is changed from 4 - 10"' to 10~* n r s - 1 . then J„ decreases by a 
factor of 2. 
Figure 19 shows the radon entry rates for both slab types versus permeability. 
A number of observations can be made: (1) The diffusive entry into the bare-soil 
house dominates over the advert ivr entry for permeabilities up to app. 10" " m2. 
(2) The entry into the house with the perimeter crack is insensitive to the magni-
tude of diffusion constant for most permeabilities. (3) If thr diffusion constant is 
set to 5- 10~9 m 2s~ l . then the entry rate of radon into the bare-soil house app. 
equals that of the perimeter-crack house. 
House type 
Table 13 shows the entry rates for a slab-on-grade house and a basement house of a 
similar configuration: ser figure 17 and 18. For all of the stated permeabilities, thr 
soil-gas entry rate is app. 10 % higher for the basement housr compared with thr.t 
of the slab-on-grade house. Also the radon entry rate is calculated to be higher for 
the basement house, which is partly due to the increased Q and partly because thr 
soil is less depleted of radon. For ^=10'* m2 or 10"10 m2. ./„ is app. 30 % highrr 
S 3 1 0 - * m 2 » - ' forJt=IO-"m2 For anoildiffiisiviiy of V 10"" m2 *"'. Jn~ 9 5 l r ^ , , m : , » - , 
for * = W - W m3 and J„= .19 • 10"* rn ;* ' for ks lO - 1 - 1 m2 Thr radon entry rale* differ by 
leu* than 0 '> % from those of table 11. if k > 10"'' m2. This note was added during the revision 
of the report April 1992 
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Tmk IS. Stnctual factors: Backfill 
k 
nr 
io-» 
10-»• 
10-" 
io-»* 
10 -" 
No backfill 
Q Jn 
m's-1 m's-1 
44 10"' 2.0 10"' 
7.7 10"* 5-6 10"* 
8.7 10"* 8.1 10"* 
88 10"« 1.0 10"* 
88 IQ'7 5.5 10"* 
BackfUl. G./G = 1 
<? Jn 
m's"1 m's-» 
4.3 10"' 2.1 10"' 
7.7 10"* 5.6 10"* 
9.5 10"* 8.7-10"* 
1.0-10~* 1.1 -10-« 
1.0 10~* 5.7 10"* 
Backfill. G./G = 0.1 
Q Jn 
m ' s 1 m ' s 1 
4.3 -10"' 2.1 • 10"' 
7.7-10-* 5.5-10-* 
9.5 10"* 8.6 10"* 
1.0 10"* 1.1 10"* 
1.0 -10-* 5.7-10"« 
Table 16. Strmctmal factors: Footer. 
k 
nr 
io-» 
1 0 ' ° 
1 0 " 
io - l -
1 0 " 
30 cm 
Q Jn 
m's"' m ' s ' 
5.8 10"' 1.8 10"' 
1.1 10"' 5.8 10"* 
1.2 10"* 9.6 10"* 
1.2 10"* 1.1 1 0 * 
1.2 10"* 5.1 10"* 
60 cm 
Q Jn 
m's"' m' s - ' 
4.9 HT' 19 10"' 
8.8 10"* 5.7 10"* 
10 10"* 8 8 10"* 
1.0 1 0 * 1.1-IO-* 
1.0 10"* 5.4 10"* 
90 cm 
<? Jn 
m's"' m's"1 
4.4 10"' 2.0 IO"' 
7.7 HT* 5.6 10"* 
8.7 HT* 8.1 10"* 
8.8-IO"« 1.0 10~* 
8.8 10"T 5.5 10"* 
for the basement bouse. For lower permeabilities, the increase amounts to less 
than 11 %. It is important to stress, that we cannot in general expect basement 
houses to have higher indoor radon levels than slab-on-grade houses because of 
this. Firstly, the indoor volume is larger for the basement houses, and secondly 
the driving forces and the internal airflow might be different for the two house 
«yp»-
Gravel layer 
Table 14 shows that having a .'uglily permeable gravel layer in the subfloor region 
increases the entry rate of soil gas by a factor of 2.3 to 4.6. The lowest factor 
is for *=10 -9 m2 that is comparable with the permeability of the gravel layer 
(5 -10"' m1). The entry rate of radon is less affected for two reasons: Firstly, for 
soils of low permeability, the entry is mainly diffusive and Jn is not sensitive to 
changes in Q. Secondly, for soils of high permeability, the increase in Q is partly 
compensated by a subsequent decrease in c„. The largest change of Jn occurs for 
jfc=10"" m2: relative to the situation for a house without a gravel.layer. J„ is 
increased by a factor of 4.3. 
Backfill 
Table 15 illustrates the impart of having a highly permeable backfill region located 
on the outer side of the footer for example, for drainage purposes. Three cases are 
considered. The first is the reference configuration that is defined not to have 
any special backfill material. In the second case, backfill material of 10~10 m2 
in permeability is filled into the 'backfill region' indicated in figure 17. Except 
for the permeability, the material is assumed to have the same properties as the 
undisturbed soil. The final case is different from the second only with respect to 
the radon generation rate, that is assumed to take a value that is an order of 
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Table 17. House depressunzation. 
k 
ni-
10-* 
10- , 0 
io-» 
io- ,2 
lo-13 
0.1 Pa 
C Jn 
m's-« 
0.92 8.0 10'* 
0.67 1.6-10-* 
0.40 6.0-10-* 
0.37 5.2 - 10"* 
0.37 5.1 10"« 
5Pa 
C„ Jn 
m's- ' 
0.45 2.0 10-J 
0.73 5.6 10~* 
0.93 8.1 10"* 
0.55 1.0 10"* 
0.38 5.5 10"' 
10 Pa 
C» Jn 
ro3s-« 
0.36 3.2 10~3 
0.62 9.6 10"* 
0.91 1.6 10"* 
0.71 1.7 10~* 
0.40 6.0 10"* 
20 Pa 
C Jn 
m's - ' 
0.27 4.9 10 ~3 
0.52 1.6 10"3 
0.84 2.9 -10"* 
0.87 3.3 10"* 
0.44 7.0 HT* 
magnitude lower than that of the undisturbed soil31: G»/C = 0.1. Table 15 shows 
that for k >10_ I 0 m2. the entry rate of soil gas is increased by app. 10 % because 
of the backfill material. The radon entry rate is less affected. The largest change 
in JH occurs for Ar=10~u in2, where the change amounts to app. 7 %. The table 
also shows, that Jn B quite insensitive to the radon generation rate of the backfill 
material. 
Footer 
In the reference configuration, the footer extends 90 cm below the atmospheric 
surface. In comparison, table 16 shows the entry rates into houses with footers 
extending to depths of 30 and 60 cm. respectively. Since the footer partly blocks 
the direct flow path from the crack to the surface, the soil-gas entry rate increases 
with decreasing depth of the footer. Relative to the reference configuration, the 
increase amounts to app. 40 % for the 30 cm footer, and app. 10 % for the 60 mi 
footer. The entry rate of radon is afferted differently, because of the influence of 
the radon-free air at the atmospheric surface. For example, for Jt=10~* m2. J„ 
decreases 10 % if the footer is changed from 90 cm to 30 cm. Thus, the increase 
in Q is compensated by an increased degree of radon depletion. For permeaDilities 
in the range from 10 - 1 0 m2 to 10 - ' 2 m2. Jn increases with decreasing depths of 
the footer. The maximum increase of J„ is 20 %. which occurs at Ar=10-11 m2. if 
the footer depth is changed from 90 to 30 cm. 
House depressurization 
Table 17 shows entry rate as function of house deprcssurizalion23. Four cases are 
considered: 0.1 Pa. 5 Pa (reference configuration). 10 Pa. and 20 Pa. The findings 
are illustrated in figure 20 and figure 21. Figure 20 shows, that for it= 10" ,3 m2. J„ 
is insensitive to the magnitude of the depressurization since the entry is ma.nly dif-
fusive. For higher permeabilities. J„ approaches the 'diffusive' limit for sufficient ly 
small depressurization. J„ increases with the depressurization and the permeabil-
ity of the soil in a complicated manner. For example, if the depressurization is 
changed from 0.1 Pa to 5 Pa for Jt=10 -U m2. then J„ is increased by a factor 
of app. 14. If the depressurization is doubled from 5 Pa ro 10 Pa for the same 
permeability. ./„ is increased by a factor of 1.7. 
, 7 Thr backfill material is likely to be coarse gravel with large grain* and low radon generation 
'-'The entry rate of »oil ga* » strictly linear in Ap. and is therefore left out of the table 
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Figure 20. House depressurizution: Normalized rudon entry rute vs. depressuriza-
tton for 5 different permeabilities. The curves are third degree polynomial fits. 
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Figure 21. House depresaunzahon: formalized radon entry rate rs. permeability 
for 4 different deprrssunzations. The curves are third degree polynomial fit* 
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100: 
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Ftonre 22. Indoor radon concentration i t n v permemothlm for reruns twfes ofsloh-
on-mrmde houses cmécuimted from the entry rates of the prrrioms subsection mnd a 
simple mmss-bmimnce model (see text). 
Indoor radon concentration 
It24 b instructive to convert the reported normalized radon entry rates into in-
door radon concentrations using typical soil parameters and a simple single-zone 
mass-balance model for the acrumulatiot. of radon inside the house. The averagr 
exfiliration of air from the house to the atmosphere is given by the ventilation 
rate. A\ . and the volume of the house. I': 
Q„H = I At (93) 
We assume, that Qni, is balanced by a supply of air from the atmosphere. Q0im. 
and from the soil. Q2% 
Qrrh = Q.,m + <? W) 
and that the atmosphere and soil are the only sources cf radon for the house, surh 
that the indoor radon concentration can be found from: 
c
*lmQmlm + ?•»•*» — 
Cm 
<•„<?„» + AIV„ 
C+tmQmtm + t'» 
(°5) 
(96) 
where c,„ and c.,m are indoor and outdoor radon concentrations. 
We consider a standard 120 m7 slah-o»;-grade house of the previously definrtl 
reference configuration. In addition, OT set the indoor height to 2.5 m. surh that 
;4Thi« »ubwrtion hac be«) tr^arti April 1*92 
MOh*>rinr ibaf Q s not always arnliribtr rompaml «r»'h Qesh *ir»r *-=IO_" m7. Q rqual.* 
S 2 10" ' nv'»~' fnr th-~ hnr» sod-floor armsr a* 
it I' *• .WOm' and A v - 0 5 h - 1 Ejt^rtimrnintty. it Has 1.1 (art brv-n fiimd. t!k*t (.V snit-ga* 
entry rai>- may arrnaif for mot' than 20 9t of tbr lola' a-. mfilirjHwn rata* inl<> spctifw h-Miw 
fHHnWi. fTurfcl«7j 
5J Rtso-r»-«3(R: i 
the volume is 300 m3. The ventilation rate is set to 0.5 h - 1 , which is typical 
for newer single-family houses in Denmark with mechanical ventilations; [Berg91j. 
The outdoor radon concentrations is set to 5 Bqm - 3 , and the deep soil radon 
concentration, c^, is set to 20 kBqm"3 . 
Figure 22 shows the indoor radon concentration for 4 slab-on-grade houses as 
function of the permeability: (1) is the house of the reference configuration (3 mm 
crack, subfloor gravel layer, D = 1 0 - 6 m 2 s - 1 etc.). (2) differs from (1) only by 
the absence of a subfloor gravel layer. (3) and (4) are houses with bare-soil floors 
located on soil with radon diffusivity equal to 10~6 m?s" ' and 5 • 10 - 9 m 2 s - 1 , 
respectively. A number of observations can be made from figure 22. For example, 
for any given permeability the lowest indoor radon concentration is obtained for 
the perimeter-crack house not having a suLfloor gravel layer. Adding such a gravel 
layer increases the entry considerably, and as can be seen from the figure, there 
is little difference between the total entry into a 'perimeter-crack house* with a 
sub-floor gravel layer and the advective entry into a similar house with a bare-soil 
floor. 
Another observation is that the predicted indoor radon levels happen to be 
comparable with those found in the Danish nationwide survey from 1985 to 1986; 
[Sund87], [Ulb88]. The majority of the measured values (annual means) were in 
the range from 10-100 Bqm - 3 , whereas a smaller part was found in the range 
from 100-700 Bqm - 3 . For the living rooms of single family houses, the arithmetic 
mean was 76 Bqm - 3 (N=348. GM=56 Bqm - 3 , and GSD=2.1). 
5.4 Discussion 
In the following, we list some of the limitations connected to the application of 
the model to real houses and summarize the results of the investigation. 
Limitations 
Firstly, the model treats soil-gas and radon transport under the idealizing as-
sumption that the soii is homogeneous and isotropic. Hence, the modelling results 
cannot be applied to frartured media such as limestone or bedrock, where the 
highest indoor radon concentrations might be found. 
Secondly, we have assumed the soil to be isothermal and thereby excluded nat-
ural convection as a driving force of soil gas. It was shown recently [Rev91j, that 
buoya: cy might increase the radon entry into a heated basement house with 40 %. 
Since the effect o' buoyancy is likely to be different for slab-on-grade and basement 
houses, the validity of the comparison of the two house types presented herein is 
not valid for winter-time conditions. 
Another limitation is connected to the assumption that the house depressur-
ization is constant ii. time. In the presence of time-dependent driving forces (e.g. 
changes in the atmospheric pressure) ac*vective transport of radon might be greatly 
enhanced especially for soils of low permeability; [Nar90]. Therefore, the model 
might underestimate radon entry rates. In the final two chapters of this report, we 
address the entry of soil gas in response to an indoor-outdoor pressure difference 
that varies cyclic in time. 
Conclusion 
The sensitivity analysis showed that the entry of soil gas and radon into houses 
depends on a number of geological and building related factors. First of all, the 
entry rate is proportional to the radon generation rate if the soil is homogeneous. 
Secondly, if the house has a crack along the perimeter and the slab is otherwise 
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radon tight, high entry rates can only be obtained by means of advection, and the 
diffusion constant is of minor importance. For moderate permeabilities, the entry 
rate is app. proportional to k and Ap. For a house with a bare-soil floor the situ-
ation is quite different, since diffusive entry dominates such that the permeability 
is only important for k > 10" n m2, given the diffusion constant is not vety low. 
Of the remaining of the investigated factors, we found the existence of a subfloor 
gravel layer to be the most important since it might increase the entry rate of soil 
gas and radon by factors of 2 to 5. In addition, we found that the entry into a 
siab-on-grade house might be 10 % to 30 % lower than into a basement house of a 
similar configuration. Decreasing the depth of the footer of a slab-on-grade house 
was found to increase the entry rate of radon with up to 20 %, and the existence of 
a highly permeable backfill layer was found to affect the radon entry rate by less 
than 7 %. In general, the main findings of thi? ctudy are similar to those reported 
in previous US-studies of entry into basement houses; [T.ou87]. [Rev90], [Rev91j. 
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6 Analytical model, frequency do-
main 
6.1 Background 
The inside-outside pressure difference between a house and the atmosphere and 
the absolute value of the atmospheric pressure are not constant in time. For ex-
ample, the inside-outside pressure difference changes in response to temperature, 
wind, and ventilation. In the steady-state model used in the previous chapters, 
we assumed the soil gas to be incompressible. This assumption is not valid if the 
time scale over which the pressure changes occur is short compared with the char-
acteristic time for the propagation of a pressure perturbation in the soil, and as 
discussed in [Yok89], the steady-flow models represent a lower bound for advective 
entry rates of radon. More specifically, one recent model study of soil-gas entry 
into a basement house (with a bare-soil floor) showed that cyclic variations of the 
atmospheric pressure can greatly enhance the magnitude of soil-gas entry rates; 
[Nar90]. Relative to the soil-gas entry rate under static conditions, the effect was 
found to be most important for soils of low permeability. Hence, in the presence 
of time-dependent driving forces advective transport of radon might also play a 
role for soils of low permeability. 
The purpose of the following is to contribute to the evaluation of entry of soil-
gas into houses under dynamic conditions. Here, we describe a simple model based 
on the geometrical analogy between a basement house with a perimeter crack and 
a 'buried drain'. In this simplified geometry it is possible to derive an analytical 
expression for the development of the pressure field in the soil surrounding the 
drain. The soil-gas entry rate can thereafter be evaluated numerically. The ana-
lytical treatment is performed in the frequency domain, such that all quantities 
relate to a given frequency. In the next chapter, we report the outcome of an ex-
perimental investigation conducted at the Small Structures Project at Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory. Pressures have been measured in 8 soil probes while the 
structure was depressurized sinusoidally in time. The results are compared with 
the theoretical transfer function. 
6.2 Mathematical equations 
We model the dynamic entry of soil gas into a basement house having a nar-
row crack along the perimeter using a 'buried drain' geometry26. This geometry 
has previously been utilized for studies of steady-state soil-gas entry into houses: 
[DSMA83], [Mow86], [Naz88A). The buried drain analogy provides a major simpli-
fication of the problem, and as demonstrated in [Mow86], there is little difference 
between the results obtained with a 2-dimensional numerical model of entry into 
a basement house and those of the buried drain model. 
We imagine a drain of length L and radius a b-iried in homogeneous soil at 
depth d below the atmospheric surface. For a narrow crack (a «: L), we can 
ignore the effects due to the ends of the drain and treat the problem in a 2-
dimensional geometry using polar coordinates (r,6) centered at the drain. The 
(disturbance) pressure field p(r,0,t) in the soil develops in time t according to a 
diffusion equation: 
| = DpV*p (97, 
where the Laplacian of p in polar coordinates is: 
•^Alternatively called, a bipolar geometry. 
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Figure 23. Geometry. Dram of radius a and length L buried at depth d below the 
atmospheric surface. The pressure at the field point isp(r.6.t). where r and 6 are 
polar coordinates. 
P
 dr* rdr r2 302 
and where the diffusion constant for the pressure uisturbance is: 
Dp = 
l"a 
(98) 
(99) 
which can be obtained from Darcy's law, the conservation of mass, the state-
equation for ideal gasses, and the assumption that the soil is isothermal; [Fuk55]. 
[Clem74]. k is the permeability of the soil, P o f m is the absolute pressure at the 
atmospheric surface, /i is the dynamic viscosity, and ta is the air-porosity. The 
following boundary conditions apply to the present problem (for all t): 
BC1 
BC2 
BC3 
p(r,9,t) — 0 for r —> oc 
p(r,9,t) = 0 at the atmospheric surface 
p(r,$,t) = A P « ) for r = a 
(100) 
where the pressure differe n. Ap(<) between the drain surface and the atmospheric 
air (corresponding to the indoor-outdoor pressure difference for the real house) is 
assumed to vary sinusoidaiiy in time: 
Ap(t) = pi cos(wt) (101) 
A characteristic time for the propagation of a pressure perturbation introduced 
at the drain is: 
T0=^ = 
d2 #nt 
*atmK 
(102) 
( 0 3 ) 
' p 'aim' 
and a characteristic frequency is: 
2TT 
wo = ~r 
Hence, we consider the frequency m of the imposed disturbance pressure to be high 
or low relative to this value. We observe, that To can take a large range of values. 
For d=2 m. M=18-3 • 10"6 Pa s, f=0.5, and Pa1m = lQl - I03 Pa. we have that T0 
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equals 10 hr for *=l(r14 m2, 6 min for Jfc=10~12 m2, and 4 s for Jfc=10~10 m2; cf. 
[Naz88B] p. 94. 
The soil-gas flux density is given by Dairy's law: 
flr,0,t) = --Vp(r,0,t) (104) 
and the entry of soil gas into the drain (m3 s"1) can be obtained by integration of 
q over the surface area: 
, 2 , 
Q(t) = all q[r = a,6,t) (-r)d0e> (105) 
Jo 
m ii T wr w i 
dff (106) p Jo or 
r = o 
Definition of complex transfer functions 
We introduce the complex notation27: 
Ap(i) = Re(Ple~") (107) 
Because of the linearity of equations 99 and 106, we have that also the pressure field 
and the soil-gas entry rate oscillate sinusoidally with frequency u/. It is therefore 
convenient to introduce the complex transfer functions F(r,6,uj) and G(u): 
p{r,6,t) = Re(p,F(r,0.u/)e'"'')<* (108) 
p(r,B,t) = p,|F(r,0,w)|cos(wr + ZF(r,0tw)) (109) 
and 
Q(t) = Re(G(w)e"")o (110) 
Q(t) = \G(w)\cos(ut + /LG(ui)) (111) 
Hence, we have transformed the problem from time to frequency domain: 
p{r.6,t) ~ F(r,e,u) (112) 
Q(t) ~ G(u) (113) 
In the following, we derive an expression for F(r, 8, v) using the method of images, 
and it is therefore necessary firstly to find the solution to the assisting problem of 
one drain in infinite space. 
One drain in infinite space 
Consider a single drain in infinite space that has a disturbance pressure of Ap(t) 
at the surface relative to infinite where the value is zero. Because of the axial 
symmetry, the disturbance pressure field p(r,t) and the corresponding transfer 
function F(r,u) are independent of 8: 
p(r,w) = p,Re(/'(r,W)ci-') (114) 
Substituting into equation 99 yields: 
If we treat u> as a parameter, we obtain an ordinary differential equation in r: 
J
'An alternative approach is to apply the Laplace transformation technique The stationary 
solution is obtained if iw is substituted for the Laplace variable s. 
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i*F n /d
2F l d M 
d2F 1 dF 
+ --— - ^-F = O *» dr* rdr 
£•£-*>-
where 
or 
*=/?*•' 
(116) 
(117) 
(118) 
(119) 
(120) 
Equation 118 is the modified Bessel equation of 0-th order with solutions of the 
form: 
F{T.U) = vl(u/)Io(Ar) + B(w)Ko(Ar) (121) 
where Io(?) and Ko(i) are 0-order modified Bessel functions of the first and second 
kind, respectively; |Wat52] and |Abr72] p. 374. The coefficients: .4{>) and B{u) 
depend on the boundary conditions. 
d 
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• 
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V2 
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/ ' 
^ 
^ Soil surfere' 
/pir.t.t) 
x-txis 
Figure 24- Location of the two drains. 
Method of images 
The solution to the original problem of one drain below an tsabarir. surface is 
equivalent to that, of two drains' in infinite space. The first drain serves as a sink 
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and the second as a source, i.e. they are 180 degrees out of phase such that the line 
of symmetry remains at zero pressure. The transfer function: F(r,8,ui) can hence 
be obtained by superposition of two "single-drain solutions' of the type specified 
in equation 121: 
F(r,$,u) = A(u>)lo(\r) + B(u>)K0(\r) + C(w)Io(Ar2) + D(w)K0(Ar2) (122) 
where r2 = r2(r,0) is the distance from the center of the image drain to the field 
point given by (T,0): 
r7(r,9) = y/r2 + 4<P-4rdsin6 (123) 
The coefficients: A(v), B(u), CM- and D(w) can be found from the boundary 
conditions (for all u/): 
BCl: F(T,6,U>) — Oforr — oo 
BC2: F(T,8,UJ) = 0 for the 'atmospheric surface*, i.e. where r = r^ (124) 
BC3: F(r,6,ui) = 1 for r = a 
The first boundary condition (BCl) demands, that the pressure field at infinite 
must be zero. Since: 
Io (*>/») — oo for x -» oc (125) 
K0(x\/i) - Oforx -oc (126) 
where x is real, we observe that it is solely the I0-part of equation 122 that causes 
problems. A necessary condition for the field to be finite for r —• oo is that the 
singularities of the I0-functions cancel each other: 
A(u) = -C(w) (127) 
such that only the difference: 
A(u)(lo(Xr) - I„(Ar2)) (128) 
appears in the solution. However, this is not a sufficient condition. The asymptotic 
expansion of the lo-function for |Ar| large is given in [Abr72j, p. 377 as: 
For field points located on the y-axis and |Ar| large28, the difference given in 
equation 128 approaches: 
Io(Ar) - Io(Ar2) = lo(Ar) (l - e"2dA) (130) 
which is not limited according to equation 125. Thus, we conclude, that: 
A(u/) = 0 (131) 
and 
C M = 0 (132) 
From the second boundary condition (BC2), it can be seen that: 
B M + £ M = 0 (133) 
and the solution therefore takes the form: 
F(«,0,w) = BM(Ko(Ar)-Ko(Ar2)) (134) 
The final boundary condition (BC3) gives, that: 
'"I.e. where r > 2d and 6 = \ such that TJ = r - 2rf 
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1 = B(*) (Ko(Aa) - K0(Ar2)) (135) 
where r2 is the distance from the image drain to the surface of the the real drain. In 
general, this cannot be fulfilled by means of a coefficient B(*) that is independent 
of 8. However, for a < 2d, we have approximately that r2 =; 2d. such that: 
*
(
^Ko(Aa)-K 0 (A2d) ™ 
Thus, we have determined all coefficients of equation 122 and the transfer function 
is: 
P. a •, Kp(Ar) - Kp(Ar2) 
F M
'
w )
 = K0(Aa) - K0(A2tf) ( 1 3 , ) 
Static limit 
A simple test of the transfer function F(r, 6, u/) is to see if the solution approaches a 
(known) static limit when the frequency u> is low compared with the characterist it-
frequency of the soil. Under static conditions equation 99 becomes the Laplace 
equation with the solution (for a <£ d): cf. [Mors53] p. 1210: 
/_ m_ 'og(r) - log(r2) A_ P,tal,c(r.B) = r—7-T—. ,„ ,. Ap (138) 
log(a) - log{2d) 
where Ap is the (constant) disturbance pressure of the drain relative to the at-
mospheric surface. Since the modified Bessel functions in equation 137 can be 
approximated by: 
K0(*)^-log{2) (139) 
for \z\ small, we see that the suggested transfer function in fact approaches the 
static limit for u/ -» 0. 
6.3 Sample calculation 
It is instructive to summarize the applied procedure and conduct a sample cal-
culation. Accordingly, we assume that the pressure of the drain is forced to vary 
sinusoidally as: 
Ap(<) = PiC0sM) (140) 
where pi is the amplitude (e.g. 1 Pa). The pressure at the atmospheric surface 
is zero. The disturbance pressure field in the soil. p(r.6.t). vary with the same 
frequency as Ap(t), but p is phase-shifted and has a different (lower) amplitude. 
The phase-shift and the (amplitude) attenuation are given by the complex transfer-
function as specified in equation 109. For example, the pressure at the field point 
(r, $) oscillates with an amplitude of: 
Ko(Ar) - K0(Ar2) p,|F(r.0.w)| = p, (141) Ko(Ao) - K„(A2d) 
We refer to |F(r,0,u/)| as the frequency dependent pressure coupling (0 - 100 %). 
Figure 25 shows the development of the pressure coupling field from the static limit 
at r=100 T0 to the high-frequency domain at X=0.01 T0. where T is the period 
time: T = 2a. The drain has a radius of 3.2 mm and is located at 2 m of depth. 
The figure demonstrates that the pressure coupling at any given location decreases 
with increasing frequency corresponding to the characteristics of a low-pass filter. 
The figure also shows that u>n appears to be a sound choice for a characteristic 
frequency since the field starts to reshape seriously fcr ui =r u/n. Finally, it can be 
seen that the active' part of the soil29 that participates in the cyclic exchange of 
soil gas decreases with frequency. 
3 9The 'active' part of »oil is equivalent to the depth of penetration defined in (Car59) p. 81. 
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Fipure 25. Model calculation of the pressure coupling field: \F(r,9.u)\ in the soil 
surrounding a drain of radius 3.2 mm buried at depth 2 m. T = &• is the period 
time of the imposed draw pressure: Ap(f) = pi cos(urt)- The dram is located at 
(0.0) and the atmospheric surface ts at y = 2 m. To is the characteristic time for 
propagation of a pressure perturbation in the soil. 
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3.M 
-!•» 
Figure 26. Model calculation of the transfer function for the soil-gas entry rate: 
G(iti) into a drain of radius 3.2 mm buried at depth 2 m. T = ^ is the period 
time of the imposed drain pressure: Ap(f) = ptcos(.*rf). T0 is the characteristic 
time for propagation of a pressure perturbation in the soil. 
Soil-gas entry rate 
The transfer function G(w) for the soil-gas entry rate can be found from equa-
tions 106. 109, and 111. 
G{ k r
7
* 
w) = aL-
dF(r.8.r) 
dr (142) 
Differentiating equation 137 and using that: K'o(*)=-Ki<r) ([Abr72]. p. 376) gives: 
C M = (143) 
-ad I 
t* Jo 
k p, Kl(Ao) - jac3?l'„nMx^a2 + 4(P- 4ad*in,» de /o KO(AII) - K0(A2rf) 
which can be evaluated using numerical integration techniques. 
Figure 26 shows the phase and normalized amplitude of GU) for a drain of 
3.2 mm in radius buried at 2 m of depth and with the parameters: Jt=5 -10" " m 1 . 
P«fm =92000 Pa. and (=0.5. \G{*)\ is normalized with respect to: 
\G, »fofirl — 
2ffU 
/icosh-'(f) (144) 
that comes from the solution of the corresponding static problem: see for example 
[Mow86]. We observe, that 
|CMI , 
\Gn„l,A 
for T — oc. which is a supplementary lest of t he slat ic limit. In addit ion. it can be 
seen that the flow rate amplitude increases with in« teasing frequency. For T — To-
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the amplitude is approximately 25 % larger than for T > Te. For T = 0.01 T9. 
the amplitude is more than doubled. The phaseshift of G is relatively small. For 
T « To, it amounts to less than 10 degrees compared with the static limit. 
6.4 Conclusion 
We have derived a transfer function for the behaviour of the pressure field sur-
rounding a buried cylinder depressurized sinusoidal!)- in time. Tlie numerical eval-
uation of the soil-gas entry rate into the drain showed, that the steady-state so-
lution represents a lower limit, such that the amplitude of the soil-gas entry rate 
increases with the frequency of the depressuraation. The increased flow simply 
comes about because of alternate compression and expansion of soil gas in pore 
spaces of the 'active' part of soil volume. It is important to notice, that this does 
not necessarily lead to higher (net) entry rates of radon because the 'active' part 
of the soil shrinks with increasing frequency, and because the flow is oscillating 
back and forth (so-called reversed Sow). The importance of the effect, for example 
in conjunction with changes in the atmospheric pressure, therefore depends on the 
mixing conditions of radon in thr soil. 
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7 Experimental investigation, fre-
quency domain 
At the Small Structures Project at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory- the soil-gas 
pressure field has been measured in 8 probes while the structure was depressurized 
sinusoidally in time- In the following, we describe the experimental situation at 
the Ben Lomond site and the results of the experiments. The results are compared 
with a theoretical transfer function based on the 'buried drain' analogy. 
7.1 Structure design 
The small structures are located at the Ben Lomond Mountain 12 km inland from 
the Pacific coast of California; [Pisk89]. The structures are designed especially 
for studies of radon entry into houses, and they provide the experimental part of 
an interdisciplinary research effort commonly referred to as the Small Structures 
Project. The structures are two room-size precisely-fabricated basements. Soil-gas 
enters the structures through adjustable aluminum slots located in the basement 
floor. The building shell is otherwise very tight with less than 1 cnr of effective 
leakage area. The structures are equipped with state-of-the-art instrumentation 
such that for example radon concentrations, pressures, and permeabilities ran 
be measured continuously in the 32 soil-probes of each structure according to a 
pre-programmed pattern. Detailed descriptions of the structures can be found in 
|Fisk89]. [Sext91]. and [Gar92]. 
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Figun 27. Sketch of structmr and location of S pmbrs. 
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Figure 28. Experiment BLWS4-04- where T=S0 s. From top to bottom, the figure 
shows the measured pressures of the probes named: 1C-L. tC-S. SC-S. and 4G-
VS. The bottom curve is the pressure of the structure- The pressures art measured 
relative to a reference probe located m the far field. 
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Figure t9. Experiment BLW54 06. where T=S00 s. From top to bottom, the figure 
shows the measured pressures of the probes named: lE-M. 2A-S. 3E-S. and 4.4-
L. The bottom curve u the pressure of the structure. The pressures are measwrd 
relative to a reference probe located in the far field. 
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Id T P « ^ HfkwaO Mid mil Low wall S«b stab 
BLV >4 02 
BLW5410 
BLW54.03 
BLW54.36 
BLW54.09 
BLW54.30 
BLW5404 
BLW54.01 
BLW5411 
BLW54.05 
BLW54.06 
BLW54 08 
ser 
6 
7 
10 
18 
20 
23 
30 
CO 
•0 
100 
200 
9C0 
Pa 
12 
1.4 
2.3 
3.5 
3.6 
7.6 
48 
6 5 
7.0 
7 3 
7.9 
4.1 
1C-L 
0.005 
0015 
o.ooe 
0049 
0.020 
(0.150) 
0025 
0.028 
0038 
0.027 
0.039 
0083 
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0.016 
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0.119 
3C-S 
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0088 
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0161 
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0.225 
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0.260 
4G-VS 
0931 
0940 
0.937 
0:40 
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0.949 
0951 
0.953 
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Id 
BLW54.22 
BLW54.2I 
BLW54.17 
BLW54.20 
BLW54.35 
BLW54.28 
BLW5419 
BLW54.27 
BLW54.18 
BLW54.26 
BLW54.23 
BLW54.29 
BLW54.25 
T 
sec 
4 
9 
12 
15 
18 
20 
25 
27 
40 
70 
150 
300 
3154 
• ftrwr 
P* 
o.a 
2.0 
2.5 
2.9 
3.6 
3.8 
4.3 
4.5 
5.6 
6.7 
7.6 
8.1 
8.6 
High wall 
1E-M 
0.024 
0 148 
0.211 
0.126 
0.035 
0.031 
0.175 
0.009 
0.061 
0.003 
0.034 
0.016 
0.025 
Mid will 
2A-S 
0022 
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0.039 
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0.1O5 
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0.039 
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Subs 
4A-L 
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0.099 
0.111 
0.118 
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0.O92 
0.143 
0.157 
0.203 
0.246 
0.267 
0.280 
Table 20. Proor locmtivn* m polar cvordmotes: r and 9. The coordinate system ha* 
its center mt the bottom of the slot: see figure !7. 
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Id 
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2G-S 
3C-S 
4G-VS 
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2A-S 
3E-S 
4A-L 
Typr 
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Low wall 
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High wall 
Mid wall 
Low wall 
Siibllonr 
r 
m 
3.42 
1.43 
1.03 
0.34 
2.87 
1.43 
1.03 
2.30 
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Figure 30. Comparison of measured and calculated pressure couplings for T=0 to 
300 s for the 8 probes. 
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Experimental configuration 
The set of experiments30 reported herein was conducted over a period of 27 hours 
starting October 1,1990 at the Ben Lomond west structure. The slot spacing was 
3.2 mm. Two mass-flow controlled pumps were used to depressurize the structure 
sinuscidaily in time around a baseline value of-27 Pa. The amplitude of the applied 
structure depressurization varied from 0.8 Pa to 8.6 Pa31. 
The pressures were measured with differenti"' iressure transducers relative to a 
reference probe (in the far-field) for two sets of probes located ;n different positions 
of the ground. The first set consists of the probes named: 1C-L, 2G-S, 3C-S, and 
4G-VS. The second set consists of: lE-M, 2A-S, 3E-S, and 4A-L. The numbers 
refer to the level 1-4, with 1 being high at the basement wall, 2 and 3 at the mid 
and low part, and 4 in the basement floor-
Figure 28 shows measured pressures for a period time, 7\ equal to 30 s. The 
bottom curve corresponds to the pressure of the structure relative to the reference 
probe. Above that curve (almost on top the structure curve) is the pressure of the 
subfloor probe, 4G-VS. That probe is located very close to the gravel layer and is 
therefore well coupled. The three other curves correspond to the probes 3C-S, 2G-
S, and 1C-L, respectively. We observe, that the pressure coupling decreases with 
the distance to the slot such that 1C-L is almost uncouppled to the structure. The 
'random* fluctuations of 1C-L were found to be due to changes in the atmospheric 
pressure. Figure 29 shows the response for T equal to 200 s. 
7.2 Experimental results 
Tables 18 and 19 list the measured pressure couplings for the two sets of probes. 
Column two and three of the tables give the period time and amplitude of the 
structure depressurization. For example, for the experiment referred to as BLW54.36 
the period time was 18 seconds and the amplitude of the pressure in the structure 
was 3.5 Pa. The pressure of the probe named 3C-S oscillated with an amplitude 
t^at was app. 15 % of that in the structure. The pressure couplings were found 
using fast Fourier analysis. 
7.3 Model-experiment comparison 
The32 purpose of the following is to compare the experimental results with the 
theoretical transfer function F(T.0.LJ) derived from the buried-drain model. As 
parameters in the model, we use values characteristic for the experimental situ-
ation: d=2 m. *=6-10" 1 2 m2 3 3 [Gar92], (=0.31 (Fisk89]. and Patm=92000 Pa 
such that the characteristic time for pressure propagation (see equation 102) is: 
To ~ 40 seconds. Model calculations are conducted for two drain radii: o=3.2 nun 
and o=10 cm corresponding to the slot-spacing and the thickness of the sub-slab 
gravel layer, respectively. The soil-probes are physically located on different sides 
of the structure. However, in order to apply the buried drain model it is necessary 
to map the probes relative to the slot as shown in figure 27. Table 20 gives the 
coordinates of the probe locations. 
Figure 30 shows the measur.-d and calculated pressure couplings of the 8 probes 
for period times in the range from 0 to 300 seconds. We observe some agreement 
30ldeniified as BLW034 
•"For a constant amplitude of the mass flows, the pressure variation inside the structure 
decreases with increasing frequency This phenomenon was studied simultaneously using the 
framework of the so-called AC-pressurizafion technique: [SherSO]. For example, we also measured 
the structure response under conditions were the slots were sealed off 
'
2Tliis section has been revised April 1992. The original Ph D thesis was based on incorrect 
values for porosity (0 5) and permeability (5 10"" m2) 
"Mean value The permeability ranges from approximately 2 10" 1:l m2 to 3 10" '' in2. 
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between the measured and calculated pressure couplings which supports the math-
ematics of the model and the physical significance of the characteristic time T0 of 
40 seconds applied in the model. 
The best agreement is obtained for the 4 mid and low-wall probes: 2A-S. 3E-S. 
2G-S, and 3C-S. For these probes, the model tends to predict the correct shape 
of the measured pressure coupling curves. Regarding the absolute values of the 
pressure couplings (e.g. the static limit), the model calculations corresponding to 
a=3-2 mm predict couplings that are lower than the measured values, whereas the 
model calculations for a=10 cm give pressure couplings that are too high. 
The measured pressure couplings for probe 4A-L and 1C-L are higher than 
predicted by the model, which might be due to the geometric simplifications on 
which the model is based. 
Probe 4G-VS is located a few centimeters below the gravel layer and therefore 
has a high (and relatively constant) pressure coupling of approximately 93 - 96 %. 
This is much higher than predicted by the model, since the model ignores the 
gravel layer. Probe 1E-M responded in a non-systematic way. 
7.4 Conclusion 
An experimental investigation has been carried out regarding the pressure cou-
pling of soil probes when the structure was depressurized sinusoidally in time. The 
pressure couplings were found to decrease with increasing frequency correspond-
ing to low-pass filter characteristics. The measurements were compared with a 
theoretical transfer function based on the buried-drain analog}-. Considering, that 
the model ignores the existence of the structure and the subfloor gravel layer, and 
assumes the flow to be two-dimensional and the soil to be homogeneous, there was 
good agreement between the calculated and measured pressure couplings. 
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A Sample jobfile 
This appendix contains a sample jobfik in Rascal used for the model calcula-
tion named Adl; see table 6 on page 30. The jobfih* controk the execution of 
the radon transport model named xaBod2d.pas; see page 17. Operational and 
general physical constants are defined in the procedure called: s«t-paxaa*ters. 
The geometrical constants: XI. 12 etc. and the boundaries BC.cen, BCper etc. 
are indicated in figure 3 on page 18. The function named region divides the 
(i.j)-computational plane into user-defined regions specified in the type called 
regiontype * (struc, gravel, so i l l etc. ). Physical parameters are speci-
fied for each region using the functions called: D, G, e. and beta. 
i a 3 . u n . p a s . Job specification 
program rm2_U24; 
(• Main f i l « : 
(• I K n transport model 
(• 2D-Fimite difference, too-pmase 
(• Class E. Anderson 
(• Dept. of Ruclear Safety Research 
(• Rise« Rational Laboratory 
(• Dft-4000 Roskilde. Denmark 
(• E-Mail: claastrisoe.dk 
(• January 31. 1S92 
<$H 2000.0.600000} (• Memory configuration •) 
{$*•} (• S02t7 numerical processor • ) 
{SR-} (• Range checking • ) 
<$S-> (• Stack-overflow checking • ) 
•ses Dos.Crt; 
coast 112 
123 
134 
I4S 
IS6 
167 
17« 
189 
* 6; 
- 6; 
- W ; 
- 6; 
- 6; 
- 6; 
- 10; 
• 14; 
J01 - 6; 
J12 « 6; 
J23 - 6; 
J34 • 12 
J45 » 6; 
JS6 - 6; 
type datatype * real; 
regiontype « (struc,gravel.soill.soil2,soil3.soil4,soil5,soil6); 
Hi mmod2dL. aaa} (• Include : Declarations •) 
procedure 
begin 
job 
qf:«on; 
tf:-on; 
gf:-off; 
pf:-off; 
af:-off; 
xf:"os; 
If:>on; 
rf:-off; 
•f:"on; 
set.parameters; 
qflle : 
tfile : 
gfile : 
pfile : 
afile : 
xflle : 
lfil« : 
rfil« : 
sfile : 
fflle : 
cflle • 
• 'Radon Test Struc, Case Adl 
•'C:\tp50\ou.ll24.dat'; (• 
• 'c:\tp50\it.H24.dat'; (• 
•'c:\tpS0\gr.U24.dat'; (• 
•'C:\tpS0\pl.ll24.dat'; (• 
•'c:\tpS0\co.ll24.dat'; (• 
"C:\tpS0\xf.1124.det'; (• 
•'c:\surfer\lu.li24.dat'; (• 
• 'c:\surfer\ni_1124.dat'; (• 
• 'c:\surfer\su.H24.dat'; (• 
>'c:\tpS0\ff.1101 dat'; (• 
• 'c:\surfer\su.U24.dat'; (• 
, advtc. v. para Sl*Sl'; 
Output (main results) 
Iterations 
Crid: x ( i ] , dx[ i ] , z[J] etc 
Plot f i l e for Ra2.plot.pas 
Coefficients: aW.aE etc. 
Special output 
Surfer, stream lints 
Surfer, residuals 
Surfer, field 
Import/export flov field 
Import init ial cone, field 
solver 
iter.lines 
dcllnlt 
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on; (• Solver switch 
20; (• Number of iterations between output 
1E10; (• Limit for dcx and dcz in grid evaluation 
•treaal iaaf actat 
aia_it*r*ti**>s 
aas_iter*ti*as 
caavliaix 
ciait 
• 
c p r e f i l * 
D e f f . p r * m * 
caafigarati*« 
gMWtry 
f r i * 
i a i t f i * M 
f l * * f i e l « 
flavfacter 
K.strac 
K .CM 
•C_p*r 
K . n t 
•C.vall 
•C.ata 
K_ata.*Xt 
lavbda 
BU 
Vstntc 
T*nt 
Dr«f 
Grcf 
* r * f 
• • t ract«** ; 
•cyl iatr ical 
•speciel; 
• ia»*r t ; 
" ia * * r t ; 
-0.CC4; 
:« eccvaalatiee; 
:» trve; c_cta 
:« f d M ; c_p*r 
: • fa ls* ; c.vat 
: - f t l M : c.vall 
: - tre«; c.ata 
:« l*ag; 
: - J .9JK-«; 
: - 10.3E-«; 
: • 0.040; 
: • 0.00; 
: - 0; 
: • 0; 
: - 0; 
: 
: - 0 
: - 0 
: - 0 
:«0 
: -0 
i * e i l l : > I l ; jSOil l :*J2; 
i s* i l2 :«17; j so i l2 :*J0* l ; 
i s « i l 3 : > I 9 - l ; j s * i l 3 : - J 4 ; 
» 1ES; {» K * l t i p l i c » t i s s c l s trejafuact iea 
• 2 : (• Laver l i a i t fer a s k t r ef i t*rat i*as 
• 3000; (• Upper l i c i t far aaa**r af i tarat iaas 
• 1E-0; (• Lia i t far c*e**rg*ac*. ra la t iv« caaag* 
• 0; (• l a i t i a l vala* af f i *M. i f aat iap*rt*4 
• 1.00; (• Mlaxat i ea af f i * M u l c . 0 - 1 . 7 
• »overlev; (• c a a t r a l . paverlav. vpaia*. ayaritf. exact 
» l i s ; (• l a t c r p e l . fvac. f. f lax ea lc : l i a . l a f 
• liB_a*aa; (• aara.a**a. l ia_a*ea. l a j . 
( • s tråetar* , pr*** 
( • cer tas iaa . cy l iaar ica l 
( • val far* , spat ia l 
( • BOB*, iaawrt 
( • aea*. isatert. *za*rt 
( • R a l t i p l i c a t i * * af iaeertae f l a v f i e l * 
( • caBStaat. accvBalatiee 
<• Ceater crack 
<• •*ria*t*r crack 
<• Vater taa le 
<• Hall 
<• Atæsperic sorfn.* 
( • s t o r t : I7-I» . l e a f . M - 1 9 
(• Decay c*ast*Bt. l / s 
(• Dyaaaic v i s c e s i t y . »a-s 
(• Yolva* *f s tr*ct«r*. B3 
(• Veat i la t iaa rat*, l / s 
(• D i f fa s i e* cøMtaat . *2 /s 
(• G*B*rati*a rat*. Bo/(a3-s) 
(• Foros i ty . -
ocatiaa of 1. reference peiat 
(• Lacati** *f 2 . r«f*r*BC* ps iat 
<• Lecatiea *f 3 . r*f*r*Bc* p*iat 
L0:> 1; (• Leagta af cartesiaa y-coerd. , a •) 
XI:' 
12:' 
X3:' 
X4:' 
IS: 
16:' 
X7:' 
!•:< 
X9:' 
1E-«; 
0.0475; 
0 .20; 
0.9027; 
1.00; 
1.264; 
1 2 7 9 ; 
2 .00; 
10; 
(• set.paxa 
Z0:-O; 
2l:"0.70 
2 2 - 1 1 1 
2 3 - 1 . 3 3 
2 4 - 1 . 4 « 
Z5:-1.60 
26:«3 00 
• tars • ) 
fuactioB r*giSB(i: ityp*; j : j type) :re f loatyp«; 
var r:ref loatyp*; 
begin 
case j ef 
J0 . .J1 -1 : r:«SC»ll; 
J1. .J2-1 
J3-.J3-1: 
J3..J4-1: 
J4..JS-1: 
r : - s o i l 2 ; 
r : ' M l l 3 ; 
esse 1 ef 
I I . . 1 4 - 1 : 
14 . .19 -1 : 
•nd; 
esse i of 
r : • f r s v e l ; 
r :>se i l4 ; 
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Il--18-1: r:«rtroc; 
I*..19-1: r:«*»ilS; 
J* . .J» -1 : CM« i af 
I 1 . . I C - 1 : r:«atrac; 
I « . .19-1: r : -aai lC; 
ragiaa:"r: 
faactiaa D(i: i typ«; j : j t jp«) :«a*at jpa; 
(• Mffaaiaa. caasiaats • ) 
aagia 
cw« ragiaaU,}) af 
aailC.aailS: D:-4.CMaC-7; 
aa-i l4.aaiU.aail2,aail l : : D:-».MS2E-T; 
graval: D-SE-«; 
a lsaD:-0; 
( M C t i M C( i : i tyy* ; j : j tya* ) :éa . ta t j * * ; 
(• f « i r i t i » rat« • ) 
aagia 
cas« ragiaa( i . j ) af 
sa i lCsai lS: 6:-laa*a*.*9.7«3.273S09>10OO; 
sa i l4 .sa i l3 .sa i l2 .aa iH: C:-laafeda*9.7*3.273S09*10M; 
p å t a l : C:-laaMa*5000; 
t l M C:-0; 
" • * ! *• 
faacxiaa. «<i:itjra«; j: jtypa):datatys«; 
(• Paraaity •> 
aagia 
cas« ragi«a( i , j ) af 
sa i lCsai lS . «:-©-S3; 
s a i l 4 . s a i l 3 . M i l 2 , s e i l l : «:-0.S3; 
graval: «:«0-5; 
alsa «:"0; 
faactiaa sata(l:itypa; j:jtyp«):datatype; 
(• Partitiaa carractad parasit? •) 
aagia 
caaa ragioa(i.j) af 
sai lCsai lS: b«ta:-0.421473; 
a a i l 4 r M l l 3 . M i l 3 , M i l l : b«ta:-0.431473; 
graral: aata ; -«< i . j ) ; 
alsa aata:-0; 
<tl ra—dMl.abb> (• laclaaa: tastes • ) 
(tDafiaa aslvar} 
{IIPMF salvar) 
{ I I raaadML.ccc) (• lacloda: SeUar • ) 
(SKUE) (• Wr.sptcial «tc. * Past arscassiag • ) 
aracadar« ar.special; 
(• VMI aafiaasla ©»'out ratio« •) 
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tafia 
<$I f i < M l . * i O (• laclMte: N « Mr«c*>s«r •) 
<saoiF) 
pt»trtm -•t.grM.tptcMl; 
(• Cs«r * i* grid • ) 
fcagis 
s*t.x_*iafl*(faK?.I1.12.1.Il. 12); 
Mt.x_*Mhl.*(f«Kl.fa»c2.l2.I3. l .S . l .S . 0.2. 12. 13) 
Mt_z_4«*l«(fMCl.fMc2.I3.I4. 1-7. 1-7. O.S. 13. 14) 
Mt_s_«M»l«(f«BCl.fMc2.X4.IS. 1.7. 1.7. O.S. 14. IS) 
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B Scintillation cell measurements 
ScJatiBatwwceU measurements of radoo cooceatmkHtt m 
es. These results are summarized in U*»le 2 on page 24. The measurements are 
fhren ia units of kBqm~3. 6.08.91 means August S. 1991 etc. 
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C Model calculations 
This appeadu coataias awdrf cakajatioas of pressure coapbags (0-100 Pa). radon 
coaceatratioas (kBqai~3). aad radon dcplKioas (0-1) at probe locations at tbr 
radon test structure. Table S oa paf* 30 summarizes the parasaeters used in earb 
of the calculations. 
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D Dansk resumé 
Indtrængning af jordgas og radon til huse er undersøgt eksperimentelt og teoretisk. 
Det eksperimeiitelle arbejde er foretaget ved hjælp af særlige radon teststrukturer 
etableret ved Forskningscenter R:.so og Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. USA. 
En numerisk model af endelig-differens typen er opstillet ud fra de stationære 
transportligninger for Darcy-fiow af jordgas og kombineret diffusion og advek-
tion af radon. Modelberegnirger foretaget på baggrund af målte jordparametre 
er sammenlignet med måleresultater fra teststru'tur eksperimenter. Desuden er 
modellen anvendt til at belyse sammenhængen mellem radon indtrængningen for 
terrændæk huse cg forskellige geologiske og bygningsmæssige forhold. 
En analytisk model er udviklet for at beskrive indtrængning af jordgas under 
forhold, hvor undertrykket i huset varierer cyklisk. Tilsvarende er der foretaget 
teststPikturmålinger, hvor det dynamiske trykfelt i jorden blev kortlagt. Model-
beregningerne er sammenlignet med målingerne. 
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Abstract (Max. 2000 char.) 
Entr} o soil gas and radon into houses has been investigated by a conjunction of 
experiments conducted at specially designed radon test structures and numerical 
or analytical modelling. 
The numerical model solves the steady-state equations for Darcy flow of soil-gas 
and combined diffusive and advective transport of radon. Model calculations have 
been compared with results from field experiments conducted at Risø National 
Laboratory, and it was found that there was good agreement betwen measured 
and modelled pressure coupling and radon concentration profiles. However, dis-
crepancies regarding absolute values of soil-gas entry rates aid radon concentra-
tions were observed. 
The numerical model has been used to study the importance of soil and building 
related factors on radon entry rates into slab-on-grade houses. It was found, that 
for a house with a 3 mm perimeter crack along the floor-wall joint, the entry was 
mainly determined by the soil permeability and building related factors such as 
house depressurization and presence of a capillary breaking layer of gravel below 
the slab. For a house with a bare soil floor, the diffusivity of the soil was found to 
be of principal importance for the entry rate even for moderate permeabilities. 
Finally, an analytical model has been developed for the purpose of studying soil-
gas entry rates into houses in response to non-static driving forces. The model 
is based on the analogy between a 'buried drain' and a basement house with 
a perimeter crack. The modelling results have been compared with experiments 
conducted a., a test structure at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. The structure 
was depressurized sinusoidally in time and the frequency dependent pressure cou-
plings were measured. There was fairly good agreement between theoretical and 
experimental results given the simplifying assumptions underlying the model. 
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